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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) superior mechanical, electrical and thermal properties

make them attractive components in nanomechanical devices. Their large aspect

ratio and low density makes them ideal candidates for high frequency resonators in

numerous applications including wireless communication, and mass and chemical

sensors. One reason why CNTs have been slow to be put to use in these applications

is because of their poor quality factor (ratio of energy stored to dissipated per

cycle). Recent studies on standing flexural waves in short CNTs has revealed that

the accumulation of energy into the gateway modes triggers anomalous intrinsic

dissipation during which 90% of the energy is dissipated in mere 10 ps. This

suggests that if one can regulate the energy accumulation in gateway modes then

one can tune the damping of CNT resonators, enabling applications for thermal

switching or mechanical signal processing.

In this study we used classical molecular dynamics to simulate long carbon

nanotubes to determine if there is an experimentally observable manifestation of

anomalous dissipation in large scale systems. Both standing and traveling waves

were studied and the active gateway modes were identified. It was found that these

delocalized waves dissipate in a highly non-linear way, and exhibit a Mpemba-like

effect in which the resonators take less time to dissipate if they start with more



energy. In the second part of this work the attenuation of traveling flexural wave

packets was studied including the collisions between wave packets. Surprisingly,

these wave packets showed markedly different dissipation behavior from extended

waves with the same wavelength and amplitude. Moreover, the wave packet colli-

sions were seen to be sensitive to the direction of collision, hinting at temperature

gradient induced reduction of the thermal conductivity.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are known for their unique properties. Lot of effort

is being put into understanding the underlying mechanisms for exploiting these

properties for nano metric applications. Being nanometric in size, one very pow-

erful way to understand these mechanisms is through a computational approach.

This chapter introduces the CNTs, their synthesis, applications and motivation

for our research. This is followed by introduction to molecular dynamics (MD),

approach and techniques used to solve our research problem. It also talks about

some of the latest developments and issues in using molecular dynamics to under-

stand the heat transport and phonon scattering mechanisms in CNTs. Chapter 2

contains the manuscript “Dissipation and Wave Packet Collision in Carbon Nan-

otube Waveguides”, in which MD is used to study dissipation mechanism in CNTs.

Followed by important conclusions drawn from the present study in Chapter 3 and

subsequently in the Appendix methodology and program scripts used in our present

study is given.

1.1 Carbon Nanotubes

CNTs were discovered by Sumio Iijima [4] and since their discovery they have

generated great excitement due to their remarkable physical properties and unique

structural parameters. Further investigations on CNTs have revealed that they

possess extremely high resilience, mechanical strength and electrical conductance.

They can behave either as metals or semiconductors based on the chirality of

CNTs. This unique ability makes them suitable for broad range of applications

exploiting the electronic or/and thermal or/and structural properties of CNTs.
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1.1.1 Structure of CNTs

CNTs can be thought as a tube of sp2 hybridized hexagonal lattice (honeycomb

structure) of carbon as that of graphene. Although single wall carbon nanotubes

(SWCNT) are structurally similar to a single layer of graphite (zero band gap

semiconductor), they behave as metallic or semiconductors based on the tube

diameter and the chirality. The carbon atoms are strongly held to each other by a

covalent bond with C-C distance of ∼ 0.14 nm [5]. Graphene sheets can be rolled

into a tube like structure known as CNTs. Based on the number of graphene sheets

rolled into tube like structure the CNTs are classified as SWCNT and multi wall

carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as shown in fig. 1.1. Therefore, SWCNT consists

of a single ring of CNT and MWCNT are made up of concentric cylinders of

SWCNTs with varying diameters as shown in fig. 1.1 (B). The layers in MWCNTs

are weakly bounded by a weak long range Van der Waals type of interaction, with

the interlayer distance of ∼ 0.36nm.

Figure 1.1: (A) Single wall carbon nanotube & (B) Multiwall carbon nanotube
[6]
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1.1.2 Chirality of CNTs

Figure fig. 1.2 shows the (6,3) CNT formed by chosing a C atom on the graphene

sheet represented by chiral vector Ch eq. 1.1 and roling it onto the C atom at

point O, where, Ch is given by

Ch = na1 +ma2 (1.1)

The Ch vector therefore is the circumference of the CNT, where n and m are

the multipliers of the lattice vectors of plane graphene a1 and a2 (30o apart), and

these values also define the chirality of CNT formed. The fig. 1.2(b) shows the

(n,0) and (n,n) CNT termed as zigzag and armchair respectively. All SWCNTs

with armchair structure are metals while those with n −m = 3j (with a nonzero

integer) are metallic and all other structures are semiconductors with band gap

inversely related to the diameters of the CNTs [5].

Figure 1.2: (A) Chirality vector and rolling direction of graphene sheet to make into
carbon nanotube cylinder [1] & (B) Formation of zig-zag and armchair CNT [2]
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1.1.3 Growth of CNTs

Three techniques are generally employed to synthesize CNTs: 1) carbon arc dis-

charge technique [4], [7]; 2) laser ablation technique [8]; and 3) chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) technique [9], [10].

1. Carbon Arc-Discharge Technique: Ijima in 1991, used the arc-discharge

method to first synthesize MWNTs [4]. In his technique two carbon elec-

trodes are used to generate an arc by using dc current in the inert gas

medium. Two carbon electrodes positive and negative are gradually brought

closer until the arc is generated and gets stabilized. When the electrodes

turns red hot forming plasma the CNT starts forming on the negative elec-

trode. Finally power supply is cut off when the suitable length of CNT is

synthesized [11]. This method produces high quality crystalline MWNTs and

SWNTs [12].

2. Laser-Ablation Technique: Thess et. al. in 1996 used laser-ablation tech-

nique to synthesize SWCNTs at 1200◦C. In this technique the carbon needed

to synthesize CNT is ablated from the graphite target using intense laser

pulses in the presence of inert gas. In both the arc-discharge and laser-

ablation techniques the following are produced as byproducts: graphitic poly-

hedrons, fullerenes, and amorphous carbon [13].

3. CVD: In the CVD method, energy source like electron beam or resistive heat-

ing is used to synthesize CNTs from hydrocarbons like methane, ethylene,

and acetylene. At 550-750◦C the hydrocarbon molecule is broken into reac-

tive radical species using heat and catalyst. This radical diffuses down to

the substrate, to form into a CNT attached to the the substrate itself. This

technique synthesizes MWCNT structures with high defect densities. This

is due to the insufficient thermal energy for annealing CNTs at the growth

temperature [14].
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In all the three CNT synthesis techniques arc-discharge and laser-ablation methods

yields a maximum percentage (70%) of SWNTs. But also forms extra carbon al-

lotropes during the reaction, which adds to the cost of purification. These processes

rely on evaporation of carbon atoms at temperatures 3000 K [15]. In the CVD

technique controlled synthesis of aligned and ordered CNTs can be achieved [16].

Controlling the chirality of SWNTs by any of the existing growth method is cur-

rently not possible and remains a grand challenge problem [14].

1.1.4 Properties of CNTs

� Mechanical Properties: CNTs are the stiffest and strongest fibres yet discov-

ered in terms of elastic modulus and tensile strength. The tensile strength

of SWNTs are found to be ∼ 100 GPa, which is in agreement with quan-

tum/atomistic models. Measurements of near-ultimate strength for multi-

walled carbon nanotubes and irradiation induced crosslinking improvements

and the Young’s modulus of SWCNT is found to be ∼ 1 TPa [17].

� Electrical Properties : Because of the symmetry and unique electronic struc-

ture of graphene, the size and structure of a nanotube strongly affects its

electrical properties. Current carrying capacities in the SWCNT are found

to be 1013 Am−2, which is 1000 times higher than copper. Semiconducting

SWCNT also exhibit higher electron mobility than silicon. [18].

� Optical Properties: Each chiral SWCNT demonstrates its own characteristic

absorption and fluorescence spectrum. In general, coating deposited with

SWCNT is highly transparent in the visible and IR regions of the spectrum,

which makes it suitable candidate to replace ITO (Indium Titanium Oxide)

as the transparent conductor for the displays, solar cells and electrolumines-

cent lighting applications.

� Thermal Properties: All CNTs are excellent thermal conductors along the

tube, but are good insulators across the tube. The SWCNT room tempera-
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ture thermal conductivity is observed to be 3500 Wm−1K−1 [19]; along the

tube which is ∼ 10 times to copper or comparable to diamond, the highest

measured thermal conductivity of any known material at moderate temper-

ature. Across a SWCNT tube, the thermal conductivity is measures about

1.52 Wm−1K−1 [20],which is comparable to soil. Therefore, SWCNT finds

its application as thermal interface materials and microcoolers etc.

In addition to the earlier discussed exceptional properties, CNTs are also

light, flexible, thermally stable, and are chemically inert thus allowing them

to be used in sensors, probes, actuators, nanoelectronic devices, and drug

delivery systems within biomedical applications. Therefore, it is expected

that plenty of applications of CNTs will be explored in future.

Distortions like bending and twisting affect the electrical and electronic prop-

erties of nanotubes.

1.1.5 Applications for CNTs

CNTs can be used for many applications, some of the major applications are

described below.

� Hydrogen storage: Capillary effects of small SWCNTs can be used to store

condensed hydrogen gas in high densities without being condensed into a

liquid. These hydrogen filled SWCNTs can be used on hydrogen-powered

vehicles in place of gas fuel tanks [21]. This is possible because CNTs have

the ability to elastically sustain loads at large deflection angles which enables

them to store or absorb considerable energy [22]. Therefore, the SWCNTs

H2 storage are more efficient compared to the current methods which loses

considerable potential energy (25−45%) in cooling and condensing of the H2

gas to a liquid state for the storage. Also, this method allows slightly lower

volume to energy ratio to that of current gas powered vehicles [21].
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� Biomedical applications: In the health assessment, implantable sensors and

nanorobots can play major role in health assessment. CNT-based nanosen-

sors have advantages over microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors

in terms of power consumption and are best suited for implantable sensors

because of their nanometric size [5]. The interplay between mechanical de-

formations to its electrical response in CNTs can be exploited in designing

nano robots for biomedical applications such as microsurgical devices, ar-

tificial limbs, artificial ocular muscles, and pulsating hearts etc [23], [15].

These actuators demand for low weight, low maintenance voltage, large dis-

placements, high forces, fast response, and long cycle-life [15]. Baughman

et.al. [23] first developed SWCNTs based electromechanical actuators also

known as articial muscles. These actuators generated higher stresses than

natural muscles and higher strains than high-modulus ferroelectrics.

� Nanotube radio: Exploiting combinations of different properties like conduc-

tivity and field emission make it possible to use CNTs for wireless communi-

cation. In the latest innovation Zettl’s has used SWCNT as receiver for their

nanoradio [24]. The receiver is a SWCNT that translates the radio signal

(electromagnetic wave) into the mechanical vibrations. These mechanical vi-

brations are then demodulated into a stream of electrical pulses to reproduce

the original radio signal.

The fig. 1.3 shows a SWCNT radio anchored to a metal electrode (-ve elec-

trode), which is wired to a battery. To the free end of the tube a second

metal electrode is installed, and a tiny gap between the SWCNT and metal

electrode (+ve electrode) exists. When the voltage is applied, electrons flow

from the battery through the -ve electrode and SWCNT and jump across the

tiny gap from the SWCNT tip onto the +ve electrode. Once the flow of cur-

rent makes the SWCNT negatively charged, the CNT vibrates in sync with

the radio signal (electromagnetic waves) and sprays out the electrons from

its tip to the +ve electrode. The intensity of electrons jumping across the

gap constantly varies with the bending of the vibrating tube. This fluctuat-
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Figure 1.3: Carbon nanotube tube without (top) and with (bottom) receiving signal
[24]

ing electrical signal reproduces the audio information encoded onto the radio

signal, and is sent to a speaker. This innovation made Zettl et.al beleive that

these nanoradios attached to tiny chemical sensors can be implanted in the

blood vessels of patients to detect diabetes or other diseases [24].

1.1.6 Quality Factor of CNT Resonators

Inspite of the numerous potential applications that can be derived from CNT res-

onator, the main reason for their limited usage in NEMS is their poor quality

factors, Q (2π times the inverse fraction of energy dissipated per cycle). The lower
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Q factor of CNT, higher the damping strength of its oscillation. In NEMS/MEMS

device applications the Q factor plays a crucial role affecting the sensitivity of

the instrument for instance in the previous application on nanotube radio Zettl

et.al. states that“nanotube radios sensitivity can be enhanced by operating at re-

duced temperature, using a lower resonance frequency, or improving the Q of the

oscillating nanotube” [24]. The dissipation was observed to be more intense at

ambient temperature for various clamping configurations and measurement meth-

ods [25], [26], [27] in both single- and multiwalled tubes [28]. Experimentally, Q’s

of the flexural mode of suspended CNTs at ambient temperatures were measured

to be in the range of eight [28] to several hundred. [27].

In recent years, extensive research has been done to improve the Q factors of

CNT, and it has been reported that resonant frequencies of CNTs can reach to

the range of 1.3 [25] and 3.1 GHz, [28], and recently major progress in minimizing

sources of dissipation is made [26]. Even though highly defect free CNTs are cooled

to millikelvin temperatures Q factors are reported to reach as high of 105. But,

at ambient temperature there is not much progress in improving CNT resonator

quality factor. Recently, computational approaches are used to predict the intrinsic

dissipation mechanism of CNTs and they found strange anomalous dissipation

pattern in standing flexural waves of CNTs. The dissipation was initiated by

the accumulations of energy into the specific gateway modes [3]. Therefore, if

one can regulate the energy accumulation in gateway modes then one can tune

the damping of CNT resonators, enabling applications for thermal switching or

mechanical signal processing.

1.2 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) is used to study the dynamical behavior of atoms by

knowing how the system consisting of atoms evolves with the time. This method

was first used by Alder and Wainwright in 1959. They used realistic potential to

compute the atomic vibrations in molecules. MD method numerically solves the

n-body Newtonian equation to compute forces felt by the atoms given by eq. 1.2 :
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Fi = mir̈i =
n∑
1

(∆νij), (1.2)

where, Fi is the force, mi is the mass and ri is the position vector of the ith

particle, νij is the interatomic potential between the ith and the jth particle, n

represents the total number of particles. This equation is numerically integrated

to know the time-dependent displacement ri(t) of each atom i [16]. This equation

is then discretized and solved numerically. Numerical techniques will be discussed

further.

What is MD used for? Molecular dynamics techniques are widely adopted

because the experimental material characterization techniques are expensive and

takes lot of time to study the molecular behavior of material [29]. MD has emerged

as one of the most widely used computational tool to study the molecular behavior

of fluids and solids. It can be used to find the time averages of the phase variables

in microscopic system and provides detailed information on the fluctuations and

conformational changes which is used to study diffusion, transport, melting point

properties and to design new materials.

1.2.1 MD Approach

Molecular dynamics approach can be summarized by the flow chart A.5 given

below.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of MD approach
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1.2.2 Integration of Trajectories

Molecular dynamics uses Taylor’s expansion to compute the new position, velocity

and acceleration of the particle as given in the eq. 1.3

r(t+ δt) = r(t) + v(t)δt+ a(t)
δt2

2
+ .., (1.3a)

v(t+ δt) = v(t) + a(t)δt+ b(t)
δt2

2
+ .., (1.3b)

a(t+ δt) = a(t) + b(t)δt. (1.3c)

where, r is the position, v is the velocity and a is the acceleration of the particle.

Higher order terms are usually neglected in calculating the physical parameters

to reduce the computational cost. Therefore, it is extremely important to choose

a suitable time step because while a larger time step will induce more error in

calculating the physical parameters, a smaller time step would add to the com-

putational cost. A good rule of thumb is to tolerate the fluctuations in the total

energy provided that they result in < 0.001% change in the mean temperature as

given in eq. 1.4
|E − 〈E〉|
(2 〈Ek〉)

< 10−5, (1.4)

where, E is the instantaneous energy and 〈E〉 is average energy and 〈Ek〉 is the

average kinetic energy in the simulation. Note that twice the kinetic energy is

equal to the temperature of the system. In practice δt depends on the fast motions

in the system. The systems with light atoms like O-H bonds vibrates with periods

of several femtoseconds, which implies that the time step should be on a sub-

femtosecond scale to ensure stability of the integration [29].
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1.2.3 Numerical schemes

The n-body newtonian equation cannot be solved analytically, therefore numerical

methods are used to integrate the trajectories of the particles. The most com-

monly used methods are Leap-frog, Verlet, Velocity Verlet and Predictor corrector

method.

� Verlet algorithm: Verlet algorithm uses the sum of the forward Euler and

backward Euler in time as given by eq. 1.5 [30].

r(t+ δt) = r(t) + v(t)δ(t) + a
δt2

2
+ .., (1.5a)

r(t− δt) = r(t)−−v(t)δ(t) + a
δt2

2
− .., (1.5b)

adding and rearranging the equation, we get

r(t+ δt) = 2r(t)−−r(t−−δ(t)) + a(t)δt2 +O(4). (1.5c)

Therefore, the Verlet algorithm requires positions at time t and t − δt and

accelerations at time t to calculate new positions at time t + δt and does

not use velocity explicitly. This method has modest storage requirement and

simplest of all but the accuracy is restricted to fourth order of time.

� Velocity-verlet algorithm: In our study we used velocity-verlet algorithm.

This algorithm yields the new positions using position, velocities and accel-

erations at time t and acceleration at time t + δt. The positve aspect using

this algorithm is that it does not compromise on precision. The equations

are given below in eq. 1.6 [30].
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r(t+ δt) = r(t) + v(t)δ(t) + a
δt2

2
+ .., (1.6a)

v(t+ δt) = v(t) +
(a(t) + a(t+ δt))δt

2
. (1.6b)

(1.6c)

Thus, the velocities are used explicitly in the velocity-verlet algorithm.

� Leap-frog algorithm [30] The leap-frog algorithm uses the equations eq. 1.7:

r(t+ δt) = r(t) + v(t+
δt

2
)δt, (1.7a)

v(t+
δt

2
) = v(t− δt

2
) + a(t)δt. (1.7b)

This algorithm calculates the velocities at time t + δt
2

and this velocity is

used to calculate the positions, at time t + δt. Therefore, the positions and

velocities leap over on each other. The velocities at time t are approximated

by eq. 1.8. The advantage to use this method is that velocities are calculated

explicitly but not at the same time of the positions.

v(t) =
1

2

[
v(t− δt)

2
+
v(t+ δt)

2

]
. (1.8)

� Predictor-corrector algorithm: This algorithm is two step process, in the first

step based on initial values at time t the approximate values of position and

their time derivatives are predicted at time t + δt by means of Taylor ex-

pansion (predictor step). Then by taking the gradient of the potential the

forces are computed at the predicted positions. The quantities obtained are

usually different than the predicted values and the difference in the quanti-
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ties calculated are used to correct the positions and velocities of the atoms

(corrector step) [31].

1.2.4 Thermodynamic Ensembles

An ensemble is a whole collection of different sets of microscopic states but de-

fines identical macrostate or thermodynamic state. There are four commonly used

thermodynamic ensembles [30]:

� Microcanonical Ensemble (NVE): This thermodynamic state is characterized

by constant number of atoms (N), constant volume (V) and constant energy

(E). This can be treated as an isolated system which is neither going to gain

or lose energy or particles with the surrounding.

� Canonical Ensemble (NVT): This thermodynamic state is characterized by

fixed number of atoms (N), fixed volume (V) and fixed temperature (T). The

temperature distribution is given by Boltzmann function.

� Isobaric Isothermal Ensemble (NPT): This thermodynamic state is charac-

terized by constant number of atoms (N), constant pressure (P) and constant

temperature (T). This means it allows the volume of the system change but

maintains a constant pressure and temperature. This is also called the Gibbs

ensemble.

� Grand canonical Ensemble (µVT): This thermodynamic state is character-

ized by a constant chemical potential (µ), constant volume (V) and constant

temperature T. It is extension of canonical ensemble, which allows both the

exchange of energy and particles with the environment.

1.2.5 Quantum vs Classical MD

In quantum-mechanics (QM) the molecules are considered to be made of inter-

acting electrons and nuclei. Electrons are shared by many nuclei therefore they
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delocalize to certain extent and the resultant electron cloud determines the chem-

ical bonding. Also, the nuclei moves in the field of the resultant electron densities.

Using the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation the electronic and

nuclear contributions can be separated because of the differences in mass nuclei

and electrons. This approximation is based on the empirical observation that the

electron cloud adjusts quickly for any change in instantaneous configuration of the

nuclei. Therefore, by neglecting electronic contribution one can think of electron-

nuclei system as a potential energy surface, which dictates the nuclei dynamics.

This is the basis for classical mechanics approach, where molecules can be thought

as classical objects similar to the “ball and stick” model. Even though the BO ap-

proximation makes it possible to simulate the large and complex biological systems,

there are certain reactions where BO approximation breaks down. For example,

nuclear dynamics, which involves coupled electronic states. In the reactions involv-

ing ions, electron density function is used to accomodate the contribution from the

valence electrons, but the dynamics of ions (nuclei with their inner electrons) are

solved classically [29].

The QM is therefore more accurate and powerful technique than classical

MD. Ab Initio studies are most computationally expensive, they explicitly solve

Schrodingers equation without requiring any previously evaluated empirical quan-

tities. By imposing the tight-binding (TB) approximation one can significantly

reduce the computational expense, while still accounting for the electronic contri-

butions. Finally classical MD is computationally least expensive and is extensively

used to study the properties of CNTs, ranging from their elastic constants to com-

plex fracture mechanisms [32], [33]. The cost to perform MD simulations are in

the order of N2, where N accounts for the number of atoms present in the system.

However by using the suitable truncated (cut-off) potential long range interactions

are restricted and the computational expense becomes order N.
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1.2.6 Empirical Potentials/Force Fields

The atomic force field or potential energy, ν is given in eq. 1.9 and describes the

way the system of particles should interact with one another. It primarily consists

of intramolecular bonding and non-bonded interactions. Bonded terms includes

the chemical bonds, bond angles, bond dihedrals and bond improper interactions.

Whereas, non-bonded terms includes van der Waal’s forces and electrostatic charge

(Coulombic) interactions [34], [29]. Therefore, a typical force field equations is

given by eq.1.9.

Figure 1.5: Figure shows (a) Angles, Dihedral and Improper & (b) Improper

dihedral
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ν =
∑
bonds

1

2
kjk(rjk − r0)2 (1.9a)

+
∑
angles

1

2
kijk(θijk − θ0)

2 (1.9b)

+
∑

dihedrals

kijkl(1 + cos(nφijkl − φ0)) (1.9c)

+
∑

impropers

1

2
kijkl(ξijkl − ξ0)2 (1.9d)

+
∑
vdW

4εij[(
σij
rij

)12 − (
σij
rij

)6] (1.9e)

+
∑

coulombic

qiqj
4πε0rij

. (1.9f)

The summation indices for the first four terms run over all the bonds, angles, proper

dihedrals and improper dihedrals angles according to the covalent structure of the

system. In the last two terms, summation indices run over all the atomic pairs and

sites occupied by point charges qi, which are not bonded chemically. The geometry

of first three terms is illustrated in fig. 1.5(a), and the geometry of improper

dihedrals is illustrated in fig. 1.5(b). The atomic radius, equilibrium bond length,

angle, and dihedral can be estimated by comparing with the electronic calculations,

experimental measured physical parameters and by spectroscopic measurements.

The Lennard-Jones potential or vdW potential term in eq. 1.9 combines the

attractive and repulsive potential, which is used to approximate the interaction

between a pair of atoms or molecules.

As shown in fig. 1.6, σ is the interatomic distance until where repulsive forces

exists and beyond which only the attractive forces acts between the particles. The

depth of the well (i.e. the magnitude of the ε) determines the attraction between

the particles. The greater the depth of well the stronger the interatomic attraction

between the particles.
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Figure 1.6: Figure shows Lennard-Jones potential for including vander-walls in-
teraction between atoms

1.2.7 Many Body Potentials

1.2.7.1 Embeded atom method

One of the important class of force field methods known as embedded atom method

(EAM) provides a computationally efficient description of metallic systems. This

method is adapted to predict the structural, mechanical, and thermal properties of

metallic system. It uses electron density to understand the behavior of an atom and

therefore it can significantly represent the real metallic bonding. The total energy

Umetallic of the system is given by the summation of two terms, which includes

the contributions from the pairwise interactions between atoms, and the electron

density of each atomic site, as given in eq. 1.10,

Umetallic =
N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

ν(rij) +
N∑
i=1

f(ρi). (1.10)

Here, f(ρi) is the embedding function for atom i which depends on the electron

density, ρi, experienced by that atom.
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1.2.7.2 Bond Order Potentials

Bond order potentials are considered to be effective over conventional force fields.

With same set of input parameters, they can predict several different bonding

states of an atom correctly. This is essential in order to study the conformational

changes during chemical reactions. These potentials not only include the potential

energy from the covalent bonds but also the interatomic force between the atoms.

The reactive empirical bond order (REBO) potential is a many-body potential-

energy function developed for carbon systems. This method accurately predicts the

atomization energies and the covalent bond breaking and creation for the carbon

systems (graphite, hydrocarbons and diamond lattices) with subsequent changes

in atomic hybridization within a classical potential. [35]. The REBO potential

formulation and parameterization for the carbon systems was first carried out by

Tersoff in 1988, [36] [37] basing on the Abell’s finding [38]. Tersoff included an

additional terms to correct the inherent overbinding of radicals in covalent bond

formalism. Later, Brenner included two additional terms in the Tersoff’s potential

function to make it available for radical and conjugated hydrocarbon bonds. Inspite

of these modifications, REBO potential had drawbacks in modeling the processes

involving energetics of atomic collisions. For more details refer to [39] [40].

Stuart et.al. [40] improved the Brenners potential, to overcome the drawbacks

of REBO potential and introduced adaptive intermolecular reactive bond order

(AIREBO) potential. We used AIREBO potential (formulated in 2000) in our

simulations. It consists of three terms as given in eq. 1.11, the first one being

energy associated with improved REBO parameters (EREBO), the energy of long-

ranged LJ potential (ELJ) and the single bond torsional interactions (ETOR) [41].

EAIREBO =
1

2

∑
i

∑
i 6=j

[
EREBO
ij + ELJ

ij +
∑
k 6=i,j

∑
l 6=i,j,k

ETOR
ijkl

]
. (1.11)

The EREBO potential allows the reactive capabilities for the short-ranged C-

C, C-H and H-H interaction within 2Å interatomic distance. The bond order

parameter adjusts the attraction between the i, j atoms based on the position
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of other nearby atoms which has 3− and 4−body dependence. The ELJ term

consists of a series of switching functions which interplays between short ranged

LJ repulsion and the energetics captured by the (EREBO) term. The extent of the

ELJ interactions can be controlled by using the cutoff scale factor in MD. The

ETOR is an explicit 4−body potential term that describes various dihedral angle

preferred configurations in hydrocarbon.

1.2.8 Strengths and Limitations of MD

Even after several modifications and improvisations of force fields, classical MD can

only give approximate solutions for the real processes like boundary effects, effects

caused by finite sizes etc. In our simulation we used periodic boundary conditions,

which means that one atom is out of one side it reappears from the other side

and it also means that even the atom at the edge of the box is under influence of

atoms surrounding it. Therefore, macroscopic properties can be calculated with

the interaction of fewer particles.

The second limitation of the MD is to simulate complex molecules for long

time. Also, the number of atoms and the number of interatomic interactions are

related by 2 orders in magnitude. Also, in MD it is difficult to model chemical

reactions involving bond breaking. Biological process usually extends to a several

microseconds, which is computationally expensive. Also, for the processes with

large time scales, the sampling quality degrades because of the fluctuations in the

energy (even in the microcanonical simulation). The accumulated errors and ap-

proximation would depend on the number of numerical integrations. These errors

can be optimized by sampling over many possible congurations [29]. Therefore,

optimization of time and size are extremely important in MD.

The other challenge is to study the heat transport of the systems using MD. As

the dynamics of MD are classical (even for quantum MD), it does not accurately

represent the specific heat according to Debye power law. This is discussed further

in following section.

It is extremely important to validate results observed with MD. A slight error
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in describing or using any integration scheme or time step or assigning cutoff radius

or for that matter wrong potential could result into completely different behavior.

Therefore, choosing appropriate conditions is the key to obtain detailed under-

standing of molecular behavior through MD. So far, MD is successfully used to

understand the intrinsic mechanism of phonon scattering, dissipation and thermal

transport in semiconductors, and carbon nanotubes.

1.2.9 Thermal transport in MD

CNTs are observed to have best thermal conductivity among the existing materials.

In any material, the thermal transport (heat transfer), the measure of thermal

conductivity can be thought as a transfer of a disordered energy from a microstate

to another by flow of electrons and the lattice vibrations (phonons). Temperature

is the measure of average randomized kinetic energy present in the material and

it reflects the thermal fluctuations of the system. Recent research found that the

thermal conductivity of CNT is independent of chirality, which means that the

thermal conductivity contributions from the phonon dominated over the electronic

contributions [42]. The nanometric size and difficulty in producing high-quality

CNTs limits the CNTs thermal transport studies to computational techniques [43].

Non-equilibrium MD (NEMD) and equilibrium MD (EMD) are extensively used

to study their thermal properties.

It should also be noted thermal properties calculations using classical MD be-

low Debye temperature (TD) may lead to erroneous results. The reason being at

low temperature the specific heat capacity of existing materials is not equal to 3R

(R being universal gas constant) per mole but complies with the T 3 power law

proposed by Debye. But at higher temperatures above TD classical MD and con-

verges to specific heat of 3R per mole. The power law dependence of specific heat

capacity can explained by the allowed vibrational states of phonons to participate

in the heat transport. There are 3N such phonon modes (1N longitudinal and 2N

in transverse) modes available for thermal conduction. The Debye model predicts

that lower temperature would decrease the amount of kinetic energy in the system
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would thereby restricting the high frequency phonon modes participate in the ther-

mal transport and therefore, as the temperature approaches to zero the specific

heat of the substance drops down to zero. With the increase in temperature the

higher-energy phonon modes gets populated and contributes to the thermal trans-

port. Therefore, at lower temperature classical molecular dynamics may calculate

erroneous results as it does not restrict any modes to participate in dissipation.

Equilibrium MD method such as Green-kubo method uses the thermal fluctua-

tions to calculate thermal transport coefficients of material in the linear response

regime. This method proved to be better in calculating the thermal properties

of material [44], [43]. Recent investigation compared the EMD to the Boltzmann

transport equation and found that both measured similar thermal conductivity val-

ues for the SWCNT [43]. It is observed that the main source for heat conduction is

the low-energy acoustic longitudinal phonons that has a long wavelength [42] but

not from high energy phonons [45]. It means that this method can be used to study

the thermal transport properties. Simulating the small (less than the mean free

path of participating phonon) CNTs in periodic conditions would make phonons

interact with each other more frequently than it actually is making it underesti-

mate the thermal conductivity of the material [46], [42]. The typical mean free

path of energy-carrying phonon is about 2.76 micrometer [43]. Simulation with the

increased tube lengths have obtained a converged value of thermal conductivity

which matches closely with experimental values [46], [42].

In NEMD technique temperature gradient is established across the ends of the

simulations setup which makes heat from the high temperature to the low tempera-

ture end. By using the Fouriers law of conduction the thermal transport coefficients

are determined, [46], [42]. The thermal transport conclusion drawn from this ap-

proach are challenged because of the poor ergodicity and also as NEMD cannot

use periodic boundary condition in its simulations which could underestimate the

phonon interactions. It is also observed that in 1-D nanometric systems does not

follow a linear relationship between thermal conductivity and temperature gradi-

ent [43].
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In MD different microscopic states evolve sequentially in time and in order to

have statistically valid converged solution the simulations must be run long enough

in order to pass through a statistically representative number of microstates of a

particular macrostate and must be phase averaged. We chose to carry out our

simulation on (10, 0) semiconducting tube at temperature far below Debye tem-

perature to solely focus on the role of phonon-phonon interaction and to eliminate

the electrons role in studying the intrinsic dissipation mechanism of CNTs. This

is justified because only low frequency modes participate in the dissipation mech-

anism [3].

1.2.10 Phonon Scattering

Phillopot et.al. used wave packet dynamics to understand the phonon scattering

mechanism at a perfectly coherent interface formed by silicon nanowires and a

hypothetical material with 4 times the atomic mass of silicon [47]. In this study

they build wavepackets with the normal modes.

The dispersion relation comprises of full range of vibrational spectrum. A specific

branch of the Si dispersion relationship is chosen. Each point on this branch

relates the frequency to modal wave vector. By the linear combinations of these

normal modes a spatially localized wavepacket is constructed. These wavepacket

is introduced into the Si lattice and they propagate without scattering until they

encounter the interface of the other material. The initial atomic displacements

corresponding to the wavepacket can be derived from the mathematical eq. 1.12

ujlµ =
∑
k

aλkεjµλkexp(ikzl). (1.12)

Where, ujlµ is the displacements of the µth cartesian component of the jth atom in

the lth unit cell represented by the position vector zl. These positions are obtained

by summing all the normal modes of amplitude aλk and polarization vector εjµλk

over the possible wavevector k that can fit into the Si lattice considered. The
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normal modes were found by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix from the phonon

branch λ. The wave vector k has only one component as the nanowire structure

is confined to only one direction of propagation. To the computed displacements

of the wave packets a time dependence term using the normal-mode frequencies is

added and is differentiated with respect to time to get the initial velocities of the

wavepacket. The obtained wavepacket was then introduced into the silicon lattice.

A similar approach was taken in our research to build wavepackets in CNTs and

study the internal dissipation mechanism.

1.2.11 Dissipation Mechanism

� Internal Friction: Internal friction is the dissipation of mechanical vibra-

tional energy into the internal energy [48]. The dissipation is the result of

anharmonic excitation resulting from complex mechanisms like phonon in-

teractions, local heating of material, switching of defect states etc. Based on

the type of mechanism operates during the internal friction they can be cat-

egorized under phonon-drag, thermo-elastic and two level systems damping.

Zener [48] reported that some of the processes like ordering of solute atoms

under stress, crystal boundary deformation, and eddy currents induced by

mechanical vibration are some of the sources of internal friction into the

material. The internal friction or the damping coefficient Q can be given as

Q−1 = δW/2piW = ψ/2π. (1.13)

Where, δW is the energy adsorption,W is the elastic stored energy and ψ

is the specific damping [49]. In most of the metals ψ << 1, which means

that metals approach to internal equilibrium after external perturbation with

minimal internal friction.

� Phonon-Drag: One of the mechanism describes that phonon drag occurs at

a slow and moderate moving velocities (compared to the velocity of trans-
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verse waves) of dislocations. During the movement of dislocations, the elastic

domain of moving dislocations interact and exchange momentum with the

excited elementary particles like electrons and phonons. This exchange of

momentum results into viscous drag and dissipates energy to the material

creating regions with higher local temperature and lower local temperature.

As the temperature increases to (TD)/10 (i.e when all the phonon modes gets

excited in a given material) the phonon-dislocation interaction predominates

over phonon-electron interactions. The above process can also be explained

by another mechanism. Phonon drag is the result of interactions of second

order anharmonic (2nd order) elastic effects close to the dislocation lines.

It is observed that because of the anharmonic effect, the flux of incident

phonons is different at each point along the length of dislocation. The inci-

dent phonon flux causes difference in a potential energy on the compression

side and tension side, which results into phonon wind. These phonon winds

separate from the dislocation line and relaxes dissipating energy into the

material [50].

� Thermo-Elastic: In polycrystalline materials because of the differences in the

elastic constant at each point, the mechanical vibrations introduces inhomo-

geneous strains in the material. These inhomogeneous strain are responsible

for causing thermoelastic damping [48]. These inhomoenous strain can also

be introduced by applying cyclic stress to a material and is an important

factor to be considered while designing MEMS resonators. During the cyclic

stress, the material heats under the compressive stress and cools under the

tensile stress. This temperature gradient results into heat flux and dissipates

energy into the material. It is obseved that the extent of dissipation pri-

marily depends on two factors: vibrational frequency and effective time for

material to relax after undergoing cyclic stress [51].

� Two-level systems: The experiments on rigid beam NEMS resonators have

revealed that their surfaces resembles amorphous bulk systems [52], which
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have high defect density causing dissipation [53]. The disorderness and im-

purities present in the amorphous solids lead to the formation of anharmonic

excitations, and these excitations can be represented as a degree of freedom

tunneling between two potential wells [54]. In NEMS A simpler two-level

system (TLS) description arises at low temperatures, when only two low

eigenstates of similar energy exists together which correspond to pairs of ad-

jacent minima on the potential energy landscape and the system can tunnel

back and forth in between these two states [55], [54]. This phenomenon is

also observed at higher temperature much greater than the (TD) when the

phonon modes set the dislocations into motion and are scattered by them and

the transfer of momentum to the dislocation line is responsible for damping

effect called the flutter mechanism [50].

1.2.12 Motivation

Greaney et.al. have studied dissipation behavior in short CNTs. They found

that when a standing flexural mode of the CNT is excited the energy is rapidly

dissipated to the background through a highly non-linear process, thus referred to

as anomalous dissipation as seen in fig. 1.7. The onset time for the anomalous

dissipation decreased with the increase in initial excitation energy. During the

onset of anomalous dissipation the energy accumulates in specific triggering modes

known as gateway modes. When a gateway mode is activated, it channels the

dissipation of entire excitation energy in a mere 10 ps. Based on these observation

we hypothesize that “If one can control the accumulation of energy in gateway

modes then one can tune the damping in CNT resonators.”

To test this hypothesis, we examine dissipation of a longer CNT, which al-

lows more lower frequency modes to participate in dissipation and also represents

a system that is experimentally observable. The investigation was extended to

traveling waves and wavepackets to understand if these modes of vibrations that

could be used to carry energy or information also experience anomalous dissipa-

tion. Wavepackets are collided in the two directions to study whether there is any
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Figure 1.7: Figure shows gateway modes in short CNT [3]

directional dependency on the dissipation mechanism and also whether we can in-

hibit the dissipation suggesting its application for signal processing and thermal

switches.
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Abstract: The manuscript reports on simulations of the intrinsic

dissipation of standing and traveling flexural vibrations in carbon

nanotubes. It is found that extended traveling and standing waves

exhibit anomalous dissipation, during which the excited modes ex-

perience massive damping that is triggered by the accumulation of

energy in special gateway modes. In the second part of this work

the attenuation of traveling flexural wave packets is examined—

including the collisions between wave packets. Surprisingly, these

wave packets show markedly different dissipation behavior from

extended waves with the same wavelength and amplitude. More-

over, the wave packet collisions are seen to be sensitive to the

direction of collision, hinting at temperature gradient induced re-

duction of the thermal conductivity. Following the cascade of

energy as it dissipates it is seen that scattering of energy into

other flexural modes has little effect on the net energy flux, while

dissipation into non-flexural modes is thermally resistive.

1Corresponding author: alex.greaney@oregonstate.edu
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2.1 Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with their superior mechanical [56, 57], electrical [58],

and thermal properties [56,59] and their accompanying large aspect ratio and low

density, have revolutionized nanotechnology industries. CNTs’ remarkable stiffness

and low density can result in mechanical vibrations with frequencies reaching the

10 GHz range. Moreover, these vibrations can be driven and sensed electronically

[60–64] makes them a seemingly ideal candidate for chemical and mass sensing [65].

Coupling high-frequency mechanical oscillations to field emission also opens CNTs

to wireless communications applications.

A fundamental limitation of CNT resonators are their poor quality factor Q

(2π times the inverse fraction of energy dissipated per cycle). Although Q fac-

tors of 105 have been observed experimentally in defect-free CNTs at milli-kelvin

temperature [64], at ambient temperature Q falls to few hundreds. Simulations

of ring-down in short CNTs exhibited transient anomalous dissipation in which Q

drops close to 10 for a few picoseconds and then recovers. The waiting time for

the anomalous dissipation is dependent on the initial excitation energy. An ef-

fect analogous to the Mpemba effect is observed in which larger initial excitations

take less time to dissipate [66]. It was found that rapid dissipation is triggered

by the accumulation of energy in specific modes called gateway modes [3]. This

prior research suggests that if one can control the energy accumulation in gateway

modes then one can tune the damping of CNT resonators, opening applications for

thermal switching or mechanical signal processing. The objective of this work is

to determine if there is an experimentally observable manifestation of this anoma-

lous dissipation in large scale systems. Towards that end, this work examines the

dissipation in very long CNTs, and extends the study of dissipation to include

the attenuation of traveling wave packets, and wave packet collisions with their

counterpart gateway modes. After describing the simulation setup the first part

of this manuscript focuses on dissipation mechanisms for delocalized standing and

traveling waves, and identifies participating gateway modes. The latter part of

the manuscript describes dissipation of traveling wavepackets and the collisions
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between wave packets.

2.2 Methods

Dissipation was studied in (10,0) CNTs using molecular dynamics in which the

interatomic potentials are modeled with the AIREBO potential [67] (as imple-

mented in LAMMPS [68]). The AIREBO potential includes anharmonic interac-

tions between carbon atoms, and long-range dispersion forces. This potential is

widely used for modeling carbon nanostructures, and has been validated for simu-

lating mechanics of CNTs and in particular anharmonic interactions in CNTs [40].

Sections of tube 83.7 nm long were simulated with periodic boundary conditions

applied along the tubes’ axis. This corresponds to 200 repeat units of the (10,0)

tube (8000 atoms). These simulated tubes are ten times longer than those in

prior simulations in which anomalous dissipation was first observed [3] and thus

enabled the participation of many more long wavelength low-frequency modes in

the dissipation process.

A typical simulation proceeded as follows: (1) The atomic coordinates and

the periodic repeat length of the simulation cell were optimized. (2) The CNT

was heated in the canonical ensemble over 100 ps to a temperature Tb (called the

background temperature) using the Noise-Hoover thermostat. (3) The thermostat

was then turned off and simulated in the micro-canonical ensemble for 100 ps

to permit the energy to equilibriate across the full vibrational spectrum of the

CNT. (4) A vibration was then excited by adding potential and kinetic energy to

selected phonon modes raising the temperature of the whole tube by ∆Tex. (5)

The excited tube was then simulated in the micro-canonical ensemble for at least

100 ps during which the energy in the flexural modes of the tube was determined

using mode projection. For each simulation, integration of the system’s phase

space trajectory was performed using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time

step of 0.2 fs which was sufficient to reduce fluctuations in the total energy of the

microcanonical ensemble to less than 10−5 of the mean kinetic energy.
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The vibrational modes of the CNT with wave vector k were computed by finding

the complex eigenvectors of the tube’s dynamical matrix, D(k). The dynamical

matrix was constructed including stiffness contributions between atoms up to 1.6

nm appart. The dispersion relation for a (10,0) CNT has 120 branches—the first

few low-frequency branches are plotted in Fig.2.1, with the flexural branch plotted

in blue. At each k value commensurate with the 200 repeat unit tube the two

degenerate flexural modes were found and used to construct a flexural mode with

principle displacements along the y-direction, as show in Fig.2.1. These modes

are complex, with the atomic displacement given by the real part and the velocity

given by the imaginary part.
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Figure 2.1: Low frequency portion of the phonon dispersion in a (10,0) AIREBO
carbon nanotube.There are 120 branches in total and the branch for the flexural
modes is highlighted in blue. The vertical blue shaded stripe indicates the weighting
of the modes used to construct the wave packets with a wavelength of 1/20th or the
tube length. The green stripe shows the weighting used to construct the gateway
wave packet.

Three types of vibration were excited: standing waves, traveling waves, and

wave packets. Standing waves were single flexural modes delocalized over the entire

length of the tube. These are excited by adding instantaneous velocity to the sys-
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tem along the imaginary part of the mode’s eigenvector. Traveling waves are also

delocalized single wavelength modes, and were constructed adding instantaneous

displacements in addition to an instantaneous velocity. While the eigenvectors give

the direction around equilibrium, the modes’ trajectories are significantly curved

involving local rotation of the tube’s axis. Thus, the initial displacement for the

traveling wave was obtained from the first apogee displacement of the standing

wave. This procedure resulted in traveling waves with less than 2% difference be-

tween potential and kinetic energy. A similar procedure was used to construct the

initial displacement vector of the wave packets. Wave packets are localized vibra-

tions constructed from the superposition of flexural modes weighted by a gaussian

about the central wave vector k.

To make the comparison with the earlier work we focused our attention on

wavelength 4.2 nm (i.e., 1/20th of the box length, or 10 repeat units). For the

wave packets, the green and blue shaded bands in Fig. 2.1 indicate the gaussian

weighting of modes used to construct the wave packets. These resulted in wave

packets approximately 40 nm wide (roughly one fifth of the length of the tube).

Delocalized modes were excited with either 3.7 meV/atom or 7.4 meV/atom (rais-

ing the temperature of the entire tube by 14.3 and 28.6 K respectively). This

enabled comparison of the damping of a standing wave with the dissipation of

traveling waves with the same total energy, and with the same displacement. The

ring-down of the excited mode was tracked by projecting the atomic velocity on

to the eigenmodes of the tube. The results shown for each temperature are the

average of at least eight simulations from equilibrated data files.

A background temperature (Tb) of range 0–500 K in steps of 50 K was chosen.

In these simulations our aim was to observe energy dissipation mechanisms during

collisions of flexural phonon modes. The simulations were conducted at temper-

atures well below the Debye temperature where the high frequency modes would

not be occupied. This approach is justified in two ways: firstly the simulations

are not of a system at thermal equilibrium but the relaxation of a system towards

equilibrium. Second, prior work showed that the high-frequency modes do not
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participate in the dissipation [66]. Simulations at higher temperature show the

same qualitative behavior, but at lower temperature one can more easily follow

the energy through the other modes of the tube as it dissipates.

2.3 Standing and traveling waves

Figure 2.2 shows the ring-down of the mean kinetic energy in the excited flexural

mode for a standing wave of initial energy 7.4 meV/atom (a), a traveling wave

with the same total energy (b) and a traveling wave with the same maximum

amplitude (i.e. total energy of 14.8 meV/atom) (c). In each plot the ringdown

of the kinetic energy at temperatures ranging from 0–500 K is shown. For each

case the ring-down shows strong anomalous dissipation similar to the case for

short tubes reported earlier [3]. At low temperatures the ring-down shows a long

region of very little dissipation which transitions abruptly into a period of strong

dissipation for 10–20 ps during which the mode loses about 70% of its initial

excited energy. Increasing the background temperature Tb decreases the time for

the onset of anomalous dissipation, reduces the severity of anomalous dissipation

and increases the extent of energy lost in the excited flexural mode.

The dissipative behavior of the standing wave most closely resembled the dis-

sipation of the travelling wave with same total energy. This is surprising, because

the maximum amplitude is ∼ 1/
√

2 times smaller than the standing wave, and

thus the effect of anharmonicity should be smaller. The traveling wave with same

kinetic energy in Fig.2.2(c) showed a reduction in waiting time before anomalous

dissipation, suggesting the anomalous dissipation in a SWCNT cannot be explained

by anharmonic coupling alone.

While the overall ring-down behavior in these long tubes closely resembled the

prior simulations for shorter tubes, three significant differences were observed: the

system used a different gateway mode, the dissipation was spatially localized, and

the dissipation showed pronounced recovery or rebound.

Anomalous dissipation is triggered by the accumulation of energy in few special

low frequency flexural modes that we term gateway modes. The importance of
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Figure 2.2: Ring-down of flexural mode with background temperature ranging from
0–500 K for: (a) standing waves with 7.4 meV/atom, (b) traveling waves with same
kinetic energy, (c) traveling wave with same amplitude, and (d) flux and energy
plot for traveling wave same kinetic energy at Tb = 100 K.

excitation of this mode for triggering rapid dissipation was established by observing

that when the gateway mode was excited externally, anomalous dissipation began

immediately. In these simulations of long tubes the gateway mode was the flexural

mode with wavelength 10.4 nm (i.e., width one eighth of the computational cell).

This mode was not commensurate with the periodic boundaries of the shorter

systems simulated previously. The energy in the gateway mode during ringdown

of the traveling wave is plotted in Fig.2.2(d). Dissipated energy went into the

gateway mode and other propagating low frequency (long wavelength) flexural

modes with the rest going into other non-flexural modes. The combined energy in

all of the low frequency flexural modes (with wavelengths up to 27.7 nm) closely

tracked the instantaneous heat flux. This indicates that while dissipation from the
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initially excited traveling wave occurs, only dissipation to non-flexural modes is

thermally resistive.

In each of the plots in Fig.2.2(a–c) the energy of the excited mode showed a

pronounced rebound after the period of severe damping. This rebound suggests a

beating energy exchange with a modes nearby in frequency in addition to dissipa-

tion to high frequency modes.

The spatial distribution of energy during dissipation was observed by mapping

the kinetic energy along the tube length over the course of the simulation (Fig.2.3).

These maps reveal some important insights into the dissipation sequence. The

kinetic energy map from one (representative) simulation of a standing wave (with

Tb = 100 K) is given in Fig.2.3(a), and shows that the energy remained delocalized

over the entire tube during anomalous dissipation. Similarly, mapping the energy

for the traveling wave resulted in diagonal stripes as the wave is traveling. To

make it easier to interpret, the map was sheared in time so as to transform it into

a moving frame of reference. The shearing strain is related to the velocity of the

reference frame and enabled us to visually measure the velocity of the traveling

wave (and its dissipation products) in the same way that a strobe can be used

to visually measure the frequency of very high-frequency motion. Sweeping the

image shear from zero upwards, the velocity was noted every time wave patterns

emerge that are stationary with respect to the moving reference frame. Fig.2.3(b)

shows the kinetic energy map for a typical traveling wave (again with Tb = 100

K) in a reference frame moving with velocity 6300 m/s, i.e., at the speed of the

traveling wave. Anomalous dissipation occurred after approximately 43 ps. It is

clear that the dissipation was not delocalized and resulted in a local hot spot in the

moving reference frame—that is, a localized but traveling wave packet or pulse.

Figs.2.3(c)&(d) show the same energy map sheared with velocities of 3330 and

8330 m/s, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the 10.4 nm and 7 nm traveling

waves were excited during dissipation.

Movies of both the standing and traveling wave showed that there is some ro-

tation of flexural vibration with an excitation that starts with pure y displacement
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Figure 2.3: Maps showing the evolution of the kinetic energy along the tube’s length
during a typical simulation. The simulations were performed with Tb = 100 K.
Map (a) is for a standing wave with excited to 7.4 meV/atom. Maps (b–d) are
for a traveling wave with the same energy. Plots (b–d) have been sheared into the
moving reference frame with velocities of 6300, 3330, and 8330, m/s respectively.
The reference frame of map (b) is traveling a the speed of the excited wave, while
those of maps (c) and (d) are slower and faster that the excited wave. The map (c)
shows the excitation of the gateway mode with wavelength 10.4 nm while plot (d)
shows that during dissipation a mode with wavelength 7 nm. nm becomes excited.

transferring energy to the degenerate flexural mode with displacement along the

x direction. To account for this, all the plots of the mode energy include both the

energy in all degenerate modes.
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Figure 2.4: Q factor as a function of background temperature over the range Tb
= 0–500 K. Plot (a) shows Q measured from the initial slope of the ring-down
profile, while (c) shows Q measured during the steepest portion of the anomalous
dissipation region.

It is clear from the plots in Fig.2.2 that the quality factor during attenuation

was not unique. To quantify and compare the dissipation in the tubes as a function

of the temperature, the Q factor was computed during two different regions of

the dissipation. The initial quality factor, Qi, was determined from a fit to the

initial slope of the ringdown profile (before anomalous dissipation), and is plotted

in Fig.2.4(a). The anomalous quality factor, Qa, was determined by fitting to the

slope of the steepest part of attenuation curve and is plotted in Fig.2.4(b). The plot

of initial quality factor shows that Qi increased with Tb as one might expect, while

during the anomalous dissipation Qa was relatively insensitive to the temperature

(at least within the accuracy with which we can compute it).

2.4 Dissipation of a lone traveling wave packet

A wave packet was constructed from traveling flexural modes centered around the

4.2 nm mode (i.e. one twentieth of the entire tube). The wave packet had a width

of 400 Åand the waveform is shown in Fig.2.5(a). (The maximum amplitude of the

wave packet was 0.4956 Å, which was 4% smaller than that of the largest standing

wave. This wave packet contained more than 1000 phonons of energy). The wave
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packet contained a significant proportion of modes 18–22, and so the energy in the

wave packet was computed as the sum of the energy in these five flexural modes.

The dissipation of this energy is shown in Fig.2.5(b). Unlike delocalized standing

and traveling waves, the ring-down of wave packets did not exhibit anomalous

or delayed dissipation. The attenuation of the wave packet progressed through

two distinct phases of dissipation. In the first linear phase, 31% of its initial

excitation energy dissipated in 80 picoseconds. Shearing the kinetic energy map

into the traveling reference frame (as shown in Fig.2.5(c)), reveals that the group

(envelope) velocity of the wave packet during this period is 9550 m/s, consistent

with the slope of the dispersion relation in Fig.2.1. This was about 1.5 times faster

than the velocity of the central mode and is due to the concave shape of the flexural

branch of the dispersion relation. The concave dispersion arises as the shape of the

flexural modes cross-over from being string-like at long wavelengths to beam-like

at shorter wavelengths. Interestingly the velocity of the internal waveform of the

wave packet was 8760 m/s which is slightly slower than the central mode.

After linear dissipation for about 60 ps the wave packet shifted down in fre-

quency and underwent a concomitant reduction in velocity. This marked the be-

ginning of a period with weaker attenuation, overlaid with a long period undulation

in the wave packets energy. Shearing the kinetic energy map revealed the reduced

velocity to be 790 m/s. At the beginning of the region the energy dissipated earlier

could be seen to spread into higher frequency modes (Fig.2.5 (d)). It is interesting

to note that the wave packet shifted to being centered around mode 18 (a wave-

length one 18th of the box) which coincided with the inflection in the dispersion

curve. After the down-shift in frequency and velocity the wave packet maintained

its average shape but there was a great deal of structure within the packet, with

exchange or beating of energy in the modes that it was composed of. If the energy

exchange was a result of beating then measuring the beat frequency, ωbeat, gives

two possibilities for the frequency, ωh, of the other (hidden) mode participating in

the energy exchange, ωh = ω ± ωbeat. Performing this analysis it was found that

the hidden modes did not correspond to the frequencies of the flexural modes and
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Figure 2.5: Plot (a) shows the shape of the wave packets displacement (in dimen-
sionless units). Plot (b) shows the attenuation of energy from the flexural modes
18-22 that comprise the wavepacket, and the total energy in potential low frequency
gateway modes (6-10). It can be seen that there is no anomalously rapid or gateway-
mode–activated dissipation. Panel (c) maps the kinetic energy along the tube during
one simulation. The wave packet is traveling from left to right, and the plot has
been sheared into the traveling reference frame. Image (d) maps the flexural mode
excitation during the simulation. This is computed from the instantaneous power
spectral density of the kinetic energy distribution along the tubes axis. From panels
(c & d) it can be seen that after approximately 60 ps the wave packet undergoes a
change in its spectral make-up that is accompanied by a reduction in its velocity.

thus it was concluded that this energy exchange is not a result of beating. This

should be expected as the modes are orthogonal and so the only coupling between

modes is anharmonic. Performing simulation of anharmonically coupled pairs of

orthogonal modes was unable to replicate the energy exchange process. Only by
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simulating triples of oscillators could the qualitative slow energy exchange behav-

ior be reproduced. In these simulations the inclusion of three mode coupling (i.e.,

softening of one mode due to the displacement of both other modes) was found to

be particularly important for creating large amplitude cycling of energy between

oscillators. Thus, it is concluded that the exchange of energy between the modes

that make up the wave packet is due to that anharmonic interplay of the multiple

modes, and we speculate that this cycling of energy within the wave packet results

in relatively stable phase space trajectory as compared to the standing and trav-

eling waves. One feature that is noticeable by is its absence in Fig.s2.5(b & c) is

the excitation of gateway modes.

At around 300 ps the kinetic energy map showed the wave packet dissolve and

reform some distance along the tube. However, this event has no correspond-

ing features in Fig.s2.5(b & d). When interpreting the kinetic energy map one

must remember that the map is sheared into the traveling frame of reference. In

this scheme a short pause in the propagation of the wave packet would give the

appearance that kinetic energy had teleported along the tube.

Comparing the dissipation of the wave packet with the standing and traveling

waves gives several points that are noteworthy: (1) The traveling waves dissipated

∼94% of their energy over the 100 ps simulated while wave packets with the same

amplitude lost ∼71% of their energy over 500 ps. While both of these vibra-

tions had the same wavelength and the same maximum displacement, the energies

were different. The traveling wave is delocalized and so its energy is an extensive

property, while the wave packets energy is independent of the tube length. (2)

Comparing the wave/wave packet energy and flux in the CNT, we can determine

the fraction of dissipation that is thermally resistive. For the traveling wave, all of

the dissipation before and after the anomalous region is resistive (i.e., it dissipates

into flexural and non-flexural modes with an unbiased choice of wave direction).

During the anomalous regime approximately 1
3
–1

2
of the energy goes into modes

that are also flexural modes with the same direction of travel. Summing the en-

ergy in all of the low frequency modes correlates well with the total heat current,
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indicating that this dissipation does not impact the heat flux and thus is not ther-

mally resistive. For the lone wave packet, the attenuation of the heat flux lags a

little behind the dissipation of energy from the flexural modes, at least initially.

This indicates that as energy is dissipated from flexural modes it is more likely to

transfer to other modes traveling in the same direction.

2.5 Collisions of flexural wave packets

To further test if gateway modes play a part in the dissipation of wave packets,

simulations were performed in which the traveling wave packets were collided with

a small displacement gateway wave packet. That is, a second wave packet with

wavelength of 10.5 nm and displacement equal to that excited in the gateway

mode in Fig.2.2(d). Three cases were simulated: wave packets initially coincident

and traveling in same direction (but with different group velocities); wave packets

initially apart and traveling in opposite directions; and wave packets also initially

separated but traveling in the same direction. We will refer to these three cases as

center, opposite, and same in the figures and discussion that follows.

The attenuation of the energy in the wave packets is plotted in Fig.2.7. In all

cases the presence of the gateway wave packet increased the rate of dissipation from

the excited flexural wave packet. The two wave packets had significantly different

group velocities of 9550 m/s and 8760 m/s. This means that the two wave packets

collide with each other approximately every 30.4 ps if they were traveling in the

same direction, and every 20 ps if they were traveling in opposite directions. In

both cases the wave packets would be coincident for the same average amount of

time. These simulations revealed two surprising result: First, the gateway wave

packet accumulated energy as the principle wave packet dissipated. And second,

the strength of the dissipation appears to depend on the direction of collision of the

wave packets, with co-directional collisions being more dissipative. This implies

that in cases of large thermal gradient the thermal conductivity should go down

with increasing gradient.
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Figure 2.6: Kinetic energy distribution maps for collision between wave flexural
wave packets. The second colliding gateway mode wave packet is sufficiently low in
energy in comparison to the principle wave packet that it cannot be resolved in the
maps. Panels (a–c), map the kinetic energy spatially, while panels (d–f) map the
energy in k-space. Maps (a & d) are for the center configuration, maps (b & e) are
for the same configuration, and maps (c & f) are for the opposite configuration.
See text for the description of these different configurations.
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Figure 2.7: Attenuation profile of energy in the traveling wave packets while in-
teracting with a gateway wave packet. See text for full description of the center,
opposite, and same configurations.

2.6 Conclusions

It was proposed that anomalous dissipation of flexural vibrations in carbon nan-

otubes could be exploited for nanomechanical signal processing, permitting the

transmission of a signal wave to be turned on or off by the presence of a second

gateway signal. A second proposed application was as a thermal switch. In this

application the transport of heat through a short nanotube separating two thermal

reservoirs would be strongly dependent on vibrational spectrum of the reservoirs.

The motivation for the present work was to determine if anomalous dissipation

that was previously observed in standing flexural waves in short nanotubes is also

exhibited by longer tubes (which are experimentally more realistic), and also if the

same behavior is seen in traveling waves and wave packets.

We found that previously reported anomalous dissipation that is triggered by

excitation of special gateway modes also occurs in these longer tubes. However,

anomalous dissipation was not observed during the attenuation of traveling wave

packets. It was shown that the dissipation of energy into flexural modes has little

effect on the net energy flux while energy dissipated into non-flexural modes is

thermally resistive. Finally it was shown that while dissipation of 4.2 nm wave-
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Figure 2.8: Plots of the attenuation profile of traveling wave packets overlayed with
the instantaneous heat flux. Projected kinetic energy in all the modes up to 30 and
sum of the modes from 16-22. Panels (a) is for a lone wave packet while plots
(b–d) are the averaged results for wave packets interacting with a weakly excited
gateway mode in the center, opposite, and same configurations that are described
in the text.
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length wave packets does not display anomalous dissipation, its attenuation is

made stronger by collision with a gateway wave packet. Surprisingly, the strength

of collision based attenuation is sensitive to the relative direction of the collision.

Together these results support the concept of using nanotubes for nanomechan-

ical signal processing, but do not indicate that the anomalous dissipation effect

could be used to make a thermal switch. Instead, the simulation results indicate

temperature gradient dependence of the thermal conductivity of a nanotube which

might be exploited in a smart thermal device.
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Chapter 3: Conclusion

In this document we present the ways to create wavepacket of flexural vibrations

in MD simulations of CNTs. A new visualization technique is described, to map

the kinetic energy of the wavepacket. This has given us insights on the evolution

of degenerate phonon modes with the time. This method allows one to know the

velocity of dissipating vibrations and inturn understand the dissipation mechanism.

The key findings in this document are: Strong anomalous dissipation is also

seen in standing waves of long CNTs. The cause of anomalous dissipation in both

the standing and traveling waves is due to the accumulation of energy into gateway

modes. Compared with previous research the delocalized waved have shown spa-

tially localized dissipation and pronounced rebound effect. This is attributed to

the beating of nearby frequency modes. Increasing in the background temperature

Tb was seen to decrease reduces the severity of anomalous dissipation.

In wavepackets anomalous dissipation was not observed. These vibrations

showed a region of linear dissipation followed by a down shift in frequency with

a concomitant reduction in velocity. The energy dissipated from flexural modes

is is seen to transfer to the other modes traveling in the same direction. The

collision of a flexural wavepacket with its counterpart gateway wavepacket have

always increased the rate of dissipation from the excited flexural wave packet.

However, these collisions showed direction dependent dissipation behavior. In all

the cases the energy was seen to dissipate into flexural and non-flexural modes.

The beat frequencies in the wavepacket formed were around original flexural modal

frequency.

In the travelling wavepackets and travelling waves the combined energy in all of

the low frequency flexural modes closely tracks the instantaneous heat flux. This

indicates that while dissipation from the initially excited traveling wave occurs,

only dissipation to non-flexural modes is thermally resistive.
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This work raises two interesting questions: Why is the propogation of a wavepacket

more stable than the motion of single wavelength modes? and why do the collisions

of wavepackets appear to have directional dependence?
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Appendix A: Simulation Procedure and Scripts

A.1 Approach

Figure A.1: Flowchart of approach
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A.2 Generating Carbon nanotubes

Figure A.2: Flowchart to optimize, generate and introduce background temperature

in CNT
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A.2.1 Matlab script to calculate minimized state

clc

clear all

t1 =0.9802;

t2 = 0;

dt = 0.9802;

for i=t1:dt:t2

[h,b] = load datafile('data.tube 11 440−optimized');
b.Atoms(:,5) = b.Atoms(:,5)*i;

h.zlo = h.zlo*i;

h.zhi = h.zhi*i;

write data file('data.tube 11 440−minimized',h,b);
!lmp < inf.opt;

if i==t1

!rm energy1;

!get energy > energy1;

!cat final frame.xyz > strech movie.xyz;

else

!get energy >> energy1;

!cat final frame.xyz >> strech movie.xyz;

end

end

plot(t1:dt:t2,load('energy1'));
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A.2.2 Lammps Input script to generate initial configurations

# A script to many generate initial configurations containing CNTS at a 
given temperature

echo           screen
units metal
boundary p p p

######### Read coordinates and define potentials
atom_style atomic
atom_modify map array sort 0 0.0
read_data data.tube_nopulse

pair_style      airebo 3.0 1 1
pair_coeff      * * CH.airebo C

############ Define variables to use in the loop
variable Nthermo equal 100    # Steps between thermo output
variable Ndump equal 100      # Steps between dump output
variable NRmin equal 100000   # Max steps during minimize 
variable Nrepz equal 1      # Number of replicas in z direction
variable EquTime equal 100 # Equilibate time (ps)
variable GenerateTime equal 100    # Simulating time at NVE 
(ps)
variable Nconfs equal 10         # Number of simulations to 
run
variable dt equal 5e-4 # Stepsize
variable T equal 0.33      # Temperature (K)
variable velT equal ${T}*2 # 2xTemperature (K)
variable Tdamp equal 100*${dt}  # Thermostat damping time (ps)
variable P equal 0      # Pressure (Atmospheres) 
variable Pdamp equal 1000*${dt} # Barostat damping time (ps)
variable NRequilibrate equal ${EquTime}/${dt} 
variable NRgenerateconfs equal ${GenerateTime}/${dt} 
variable Nrestart equal ${NRgenerateconfs}/${Nconfs}  # Number of 
steps between restart images
variable i uloop ${Nconfs}     

variable    kB equal 1.3806504e-23    # [J/K] Boltzmann
variable    eV2J equal 1.6e-19 
variable    A2m equal 1.0e-10
variable    ps2s equal 1.0e-12
variable    convert equal ${eV2J}*${eV2J}/${ps2s}/${A2m} 
variable     scale equal ${convert}/${kB}/$T/$T*${dt}
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############ Define timestep and neighbouring criterion
timestep ${dt}

############ Define thermo output
thermo ${Nthermo}
thermo_style custom step etotal pe ke temp vol pzz
thermo_modify format float %.17le

############ Heat the system up to temperature
#fix      NPT all npt temp ${T} ${T} ${Tdamp} z ${P} ${P} ${Pdamp}
#run ${NRHeat}
velocity all create ${velT} 4928459 rot yes mom yes dist gaussian

############ Run VNT for Equ time to equilibriate the system
fix NVE1 all nve
run ${NRequilibrate}

############ Create separate restart images for different runs
reset_timestep 0
restart      ${Nrestart} restart_T-${T}_tag    
run ${NRgenerateconfs}

fix STOP 

Ignore everything past here

############ Loop through and simulate the runs
label      BEGINLOOP

if     "${i} > ${Nconfs}" then "jump in.compute-k ENDLOOP"
clear
variable tag equal ${i}*${Nrestart}
print     "LOOP NUMBER: i = ${i} tag = ${tag}"
read_restart restart_T-${T}_tag.${tag}
reset_timestep 0      
pair_style      airebo 3.0 1 1
pair_coeff      * * CH.airebo C

fix      NPT all npt temp ${T} ${T} ${Tdamp} z ${P} ${P} $
{Pdamp}

unfix NPT
fix NVE all nve
run ${NREqu}
write_restart restart_equ_T-${T}_tag.${tag}
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# ############ Define variables used for computing the thermal 
conductivity
# compute      myKE all ke/atom
# compute      myPE all pe/atom
# compute      myStress all stress/atom virial  #excludes a KE 
term. 
# # There are 4 terms in flux
# compute      flux all heat/flux myKE myPE myStress
# #computes the autocorrelation function <J(t)J(0)>, spits it out 
every 
# fix          JJ all ave/correlate ${Nsamp} ${NRCor} ${NdumpACF} 
c_flux[1] c_flux[2] c_flux[3] type auto file JJ-ACF.${tag}.dat ave running
# #dump D2 all custom ${Nsamp} pv_T-${T}_tag.${tag}.d id xu 
yu zu vx vy vz c_myPE c_myKE c_myStress[1] c_myStress[2] c_myStress[3] 
c_myStress[4] c_myStress[5] c_myStress[6]  
# #dump_modify D2 sort id
# thermo_style custom step temp lx ly lz press pxx pyy pzz pe ke 
etotal
# thermo ${Nsamp}

# run ${NRnve}
# write_restart restart_end_T-${T}_tag.${tag}
# #undump D2
# unfix JJ

# variable     k11 equal trap(f_JJ[3])*${scale}
# variable     k22 equal trap(f_JJ[4])*${scale}
# variable     k33 equal trap(f_JJ[5])*${scale}
# print      "Integrated ACFs = v_k11 v_k22 v_k33"

next     i
jump     in.compute-k BEGINLOOP

label      ENDLOOP       
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A.3 Compute Flexural modes

Figure A.3: Flowchart to compute flexural modes
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A.3.1 Matlab script to compute Hessian

clc

clear all

k=1;

inc=0.01;

[h1,b1] = load datafile('11 440 minimized');

% Make sure the atoms are writen in order

[order,sorted] = sort(b1.Atoms);

b1.Atoms = b1.Atoms(order(:,1),:);

write data file('data.temp',h1,b1);

!lmp < inf.opt > /dev/null;

nat = 440;

h = zeros(nat*3);

fxin = reshape(textread('residual force.xyz','%f','headerlines',9),4,nat)';

[order,sorted] = sort(fxin);

fxin = fxin(order(:,1),2:4);

fxin = fxin';

fin(1,:)=fxin(:);

count=0;

for i=1:1:nat

if (mod(k,10) == 0), disp(k), end

for j=1:1:3

count=count+1;

%if count >= 3 break, end

h2=h1;

b2=b1;

b2.Atoms(i,j+2) = b1.Atoms(i,j+2) + inc;

!cp data.temp data.temp−old
write data file('data.temp',h2,b2);

!cp residual force.xyz residual force−old.xyz
!lmp < inf.opt > /dev/null;
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[fx] = reshape(textread('residual force.xyz','%f',...

'headerlines',9),4,nat)';

[order,sorted] = sort(fx);

fx = fx(order(:,1),2:4);

fx=fx';

h(k,:) = (fx(:)−fin')/inc;
k=k+1;

end

end

k=1;

inc=−0.01;
for i=1:1:nat

if (mod(k,10) == 0), disp(k), end

for j=1:1:3

h2=h1;

b2=b1;

b2.Atoms(i,j+2) = b1.Atoms(i,j+2) + inc;

write data file('data.temp',h2,b2);

!lmp < inf.opt > /dev/null;

[fx] = reshape(textread('residual force.xyz','%f',...

'headerlines',9),4,nat)';

[order,sorted] = sort(fx);

fx = fx(order(:,1),2:4);

fxneg=fx';

hneg(k,:) = (fxneg(:)−fin')/inc;
k=k+1;

end

end

load('hessian data.mat');

figure (1);

imagesc(h);

figure (2);

imagesc(hneg); % visulaize matrix pattern

hs=(h+hneg)/2;

hes=(hs+hs')/2;
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[igen,val]=eig(−hes);
plot(val,1:1320);

pos=reshape(b1.Atoms(:,3:5)',3*nat,1);

freq=sqrt(diag(val)*16022*6.023*10ˆ11/(12.0107*40.359ˆ2));

%in terahertz (sqrt(eigen (joules)/(mass of C (kg)*...

%(length of tube(m))ˆ2)))/10ˆ12

save('hessian data.mat','h','hneg','hes','igen','pos','freq');

A.3.2 Matlab script to generate long CNT

%Generate longer CNT stacking small CNT

clc

clear all

no tube=5;

mode=10;

load('hessian data.mat')

ign=reshape(igen(mode,:),3,length(igen)/3);

[h1,b1] = load datafile('data.tube 11 440−minimized');
% Make sure the atoms are writen in order

[order,sorted] = sort(b1.Atoms);

b=b1;

b2=b1;

for j=1:no tube−1;
b2.Atoms(:,5)=b.Atoms(:,5)+ 40.366938000000005*j+ 1.389587999999996*j;

b2.Atoms(:,3:5)=10*ign'+b2.Atoms(:,3:5);

b2.Atoms(:,1)=b.Atoms(:,1)+440*j;

for i=1:440

b1.Atoms(440*j+i,:)= b2.Atoms(i,:);

end

end

h1.zhi=b1.Atoms(length(b1.Atoms),5)+0.694785;

h1.atoms=length(b1.Atoms);

write data file('data.temp',h1,b1);

!lmp < in.opt;
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A.4 Making wavepacket

Figure A.4: Flowchart to make wavpacket
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A.4.1 Mathematica script to calculate Dynamical matrix

Create a traveling wavepacket in CNT 

A Notebook to compute the dynamical matrix for a CNT,  and to find the 
eigenmodes of traveling waves 
First some plotting functions

imageSF = 1;
LT = 0.002;
BS := 8"FontFamily" Ø "Helvetica", "FontSize" Ø 16 imageSF<
DRed = RGBColor@0.8, 0, 0D;
DGreen = RGBColor@0, 0.8, 0D;
DBlue = RGBColor@0, 0, 0.8D;
PS := 88DBlue, Thickness@LT imageSFD<, 8DRed, Thickness@LT imageSFD<,

8DGreen, Thickness@LT imageSFD<, 8Black, Thickness@LT imageSFD<<
FS := 8Thickness@LT imageSFD<
myLP@data__D := ListPlot@data, Joined Ø True, Frame Ø True, BaseStyle Ø BS,

PlotStyle Ø PS, H*FrameStyleØFS,*LPlotRange Ø All, ImageSize Ø 360 imageSFD;
myLLP@data__D := ListLinePlot@data, Joined Ø True, Frame Ø True, BaseStyle Ø BS,

PlotStyle Ø PS, H*FrameStyleØFS,*LPlotRange Ø All, ImageSize Ø 360 imageSFD;
myP@data__D := Plot@data, Frame Ø True, BaseStyle Ø BS, PlotStyle Ø PS,

H*FrameStyleØFS,*LPlotRange Ø All, ImageSize Ø 360 imageSFD;
T@X__D := Transpose@XD

RunRead@command_D := Block@8commandstring, file, output, temp1<,
H*file = ToFileName@$TemporaryPrefix,ToString@temp1DD;*L
file = "~ê.mathematica-temp";
H*Print@fileD;*L
commandstring = command <> " > " <> file;
Run@commandstringD;
output = Flatten@Import@file, "Table"DD;
DeleteFile@fileD;
outputD

errplot@data_, err_, col_D := myLP@8
T@8data@@All, 1DD, data@@All, 2DD + err@@All, 2DD<D,
T@8data@@All, 1DD, data@@All, 2DD - err@@All, 2DD<D,
data@@All, 81, 2<DD<, PlotStyle Ø
88Black, Opacity@0D<, 8Black, Opacity@0D<, 8col, Thickness@0.003D<<,

Filling Ø 81 Ø 82<<,
FillingStyle Ø 88Orange, Opacity@0.5D<, 8col, Opacity@0.4D<<D

Import a hessian file, and unpack it.

We can do this once and save the results but it does not take long to run it again.

raw =
Import@"êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêDynamical-Matrixêhess_10_400", "Table"D;

Dimensions@
rawD

8525 273, 3<

Read the header of the hessian file that lists the number of atoms, the box size,  the atomic masses
and the atomic positions.

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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Read the header of the hessian file that lists the number of atoms, the box size,  the atomic masses
and the atomic positions.

count = 1;
nat = raw@@count++, 1DD;
box = raw@@count++DD;
mass = raw@@count ;; count + nat - 1, 3DD; count += nat;
x = raw@@count ;; count + nat - 1DD; count += nat;
nm = 3 nat;
h = Table@0, 8i, nm<, 8j, nm<D;

Check that the atom format is correct by plotting the matrix of the separation between each atom pair

sepmat = TableBv = x@@iDD - x@@jDD; Hv.vL , 8i, nat<, 8j, nat<F;

MatrixPlot@sepmatD

1 100 200 300 400

1

100

200

300

400

1 100 200 300 400
1

100

200

300

400

Read the remainder of the hessian file that lists all the nonzero elements of the hessian

2     make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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nstop = Dimensions@rawD@@1DD
WhileAcount § nstop,
H*If@Mod@count,10000Dã0,Print@countDD;
IfAraw@@count,3DD>10-8,

h@@raw@@count,1DD,raw@@count,2DDDD=raw@@count,3DDE;*L
h@@raw@@count, 1DD, raw@@count, 2DD DD = raw@@count, 3DD;
count++;E

MatrixPlot@hD

525 273

1 500 1200

1

500

1200

1 500 1200
1

500

1200

Force the hessian to be symetrical by taking the averave of it with its transpose. Also save the 
results. 

hr = Hh + T@hDL 0.5;
Save@"êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêDynamical-Matrixêhess_10_400.mat", hrD;

Load the Hessian

<< /Users/alex/Research/Rajesh/Dynamical-Matrix/hess_10_400.mat;

Now define a list of indices for the submatrixes, and the vector of positions to it. Also find the axial 
repeat 
distance

Define a function to build the dynamical matrix

Define some paramters that will be used to build the hessian. As we can see from the plot above the 
influence of on atom is felt by other atoms by quite a long way away (this is due to the long cut off of 
the 
Leonard-Jones componant of the AIREBO potential). This means that we will have to use  the sub 
matrix
 from many repeat units to build the dynamical matrix. We will include the contributions from 4 
repeat units 
 either side of the ring in question (i.e. 9 repeat rings in total) . 

make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb     3

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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Define some paramters that will be used to build the hessian. As we can see from the plot above the 
influence of on atom is felt by other atoms by quite a long way away (this is due to the long cut off of 
the 
Leonard-Jones componant of the AIREBO potential). This means that we will have to use  the sub 
matrix
 from many repeat units to build the dynamical matrix. We will include the contributions from 4 
repeat units 
 either side of the ring in question (i.e. 9 repeat rings in total) . 

n = 10;
nring = n 4 ;
nrep = nat ê nring;
az = box@@3DD ê nrep;
nrep += Mod@nrep, 2D - 1;
rng = Table@HHi - 1L 3 nring + 1L ;; i 3 nring, 8i, nrep<D;
Rp = Table@80, 0, i< az, 8i, -Floor@nrep ê 2D, Floor@nrep ê 2D<D
ofs = Ceiling@nrep ê 2D;

DM@k_D := -Sum@hr@@rng@@iDD, rng@@ofsDDDD Exp@I k.Rp@@iDDD, 8i, nrep<D

M = DMB:0, 0, 0
2 p

20 az
>F;

8l, e< = ChopAEigensystem@MD, 10-7E;

Chop@lD

Compute and plot phonon dispersion

Now we can plot the dispersion relation. There should be 120 branches. Start by defining the conver-
sion 
factor that will convert the eigen values to frequencies.

eV = 1.60217646 µ 10-19;
Nav = 6.02214199 µ 1023;

conv =
1

2 p

eV Nav

10-23
10-12

15.6333

Dispersion data computed at 201 k-points. We will consider these 200 k-points as we will have a 
long CNT 
with 200 repeat units and so these are all of the wave vectors that are commensurate with this tube 
and that will be used to build the wave packet.

disp = BlockB8k<, TableBk = j
p

200 az
; PrependBconv

ChopAEigenvalues@DM@80, 0, 1< kDD, 10-7E , kF, 8j, 0, 200<FF;

Dimensions@dispD

Plot the full dispersion plot and the dispersion for the lowest 10 branches.

4     make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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p2 = myLLPATable@disp@@All, 81, j<DD, 8j, 2, 121<D,
PlotRange Ø All, PlotStyle Ø DRed,
PlotMarkers Ø None, FrameLabel Ø 9"Wavevector Hfi-1L", "Frequency HTHzL"=E

p3 = myLLPATable@disp@@All, 81, j<DD, 8j, 111, 121<D,
PlotRange Ø All, PlotStyle Ø DRed,
PlotMarkers Ø None, FrameLabel Ø 9"Wavevector Hfi-1L", "Frequency HTHzL"=E
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Find the flexural mode

At each of the 201 k-points we have a different dynamical matrix, each with 120 modes. We need to 
find 
which of the 120 modes corresponds to bending in the y direction. As we can see from the plot 
above there
is a lot of crossing of the phonon branches so this mode will not always be the same one at each k-
point.
To identify the mode corresponding to flexing we will look for the mode in which all the atoms’ y 
displacment 
is pointing in the same direction.

In fact the situation is a little more complex than finding the eigen mode in the y directioon. There 
will be two 
modes assosiated with bending each at involving bending at 90 degrees to each other. These 
modes are 
degenerate (have the same frequency) and there is nothing anchoring them to the x and y direc-
tions. However,
because they are degenerate we can create new eignemodes with bending in the x and y directions 
using a 
normalized linear combination of the two bending modes.

To identify  the two flexural modes and to find their relative x and y componants we will use only the 
real 
componants of these modes, but we must use the full complex vectors to build the x and y flexural 
modes. 

make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb     5

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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At each of the 201 k-points we have a different dynamical matrix, each with 120 modes. We need to 
find 
which of the 120 modes corresponds to bending in the y direction. As we can see from the plot 
above there
is a lot of crossing of the phonon branches so this mode will not always be the same one at each k-
point.
To identify the mode corresponding to flexing we will look for the mode in which all the atoms’ y 
displacment 
is pointing in the same direction.

In fact the situation is a little more complex than finding the eigen mode in the y directioon. There 
will be two 
modes assosiated with bending each at involving bending at 90 degrees to each other. These 
modes are 
degenerate (have the same frequency) and there is nothing anchoring them to the x and y direc-
tions. However,
because they are degenerate we can create new eignemodes with bending in the x and y directions 
using a 
normalized linear combination of the two bending modes.

To identify  the two flexural modes and to find their relative x and y componants we will use only the 
real 
componants of these modes, but we must use the full complex vectors to build the x and y flexural 
modes. 

BuildModesXY@e_, f_D := BlockB8ordx, ordy, ind, comp, vx, vy, nu, w<,

nu = 10 µ 4;
w = Table@v = Partition@Re@e@@iDD D, 3D;

Abs@Total@Sign@v@@All, 81, 2<DDDDD, 8i, 40 µ 3<D;
ind = Position@w, 40D;
ind = Union@ind@@All, 1DDD;

IfBDimensions@indD@@1DD ¹≠ 2,

ind = Ordering@Abs@f - f@@ind@@1DDDDD, 2D;
w = Table@Partition@Re@e@@ind@@iDD DDD, 3D, 8i, 2<D;
comp = Table@Total@w@@i, All, 81, 2<DDD, 8i, 2<D;
w = Table@Partition@e@@ind@@iDD DD, 3D, 8i, 2<D;

vx =
comp@@2, 2DD w@@1DD - comp@@1, 2DD w@@2DD

comp@@2, 2DD2 + comp@@1, 2DD2
;

vy =
comp@@1, 1DD w@@2DD - comp@@2, 1DD w@@1DD

comp@@1, 1DD2 + comp@@2, 1DD2
;

If@
Abs@Total@vx@@All, 1DDDD < Abs@Total@vx@@All, 2DDDD, w = vy; vy = vx; vx = w;
88ind@@1DD, ind@@2DD<, Mean@f@@indDDD, Flatten@vxD, Flatten@vyD<

D

Test that this fucntion works

BlockB8kp = 170, modenumber, k, v, e, f<,

k = disp@@kp, 1DD;
8v, e< = Eigensystem@DM@80, 0, k<DD;

f = conv ChopAv, 10-8E ;

BuildModesXY@e, fD

F

Now build up a full list of the flexural eigenmode for each of the k points used to compute the disper-
sion above.
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8flexlist, flist, eXlist, eYlist< =

BlockB8l, e, v, nr = Dimensions@dispD@@1DD, k, modenumber,

tab, f<,

tab = TableBH*Print@"j="<>ToString@jDD;*Lk = disp@@j, 1DD; 8l, e< =

Eigensystem@DM@80, 0, 1< kDD; f = conv ChopAl, 10-8E ;

BuildModesXY@e, fD, 8j, nr<F;

8tab@@All, 1DD, tab@@All, 2DD, tab@@All, 3DD, tab@@All, 4DD<

F;

Dimensions@dispD

8201, 121<

Lets look at the flexlist, this is the list of index pairs corresponding to the the degenerate flexural 
modes. Also plot 
the frequencies of these modes. The jumps or discontinuities in this curve will indicate that we have 
an error and
 we have gone off the transverse phonon branch.
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p4 = myLPAT@8disp@@All, 1DD, flist<D,

FrameLabel Ø 9"Wavevector Hfi-1L", "Frequency HTHzL"=,

PlotStyle Ø 8Blue , Thick<E

myLPBTB:
2 p

disp@@2 ;; -1, 1DD
, flist@@2 ;; -1DD>F, FrameLabel Ø 8"Wavelength HfiL",

"Frequency HTHzL"<F
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flexlist
Dimensions@flexlistD

These look like they are ok up until about the last to or so. We will truncate the sum at about 150 to 
be
 on the safe size.

Have a look at these modes

Have a look at a few of these. To look at them I will create a xmol file of the CNT with the atoms 
displaced
 along the mode direction.  
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writeXMOL@f_, elsym_, x_D :=
Block@8fp, s, nat<,
fp = OpenWrite@fD;
nat = Dimensions@xD@@1DD;
s = ToString@natD <> "\n" <> "Created from Mathematica script\n";
WriteString@fp, sD;
Do@s = elsym@@iDD <> "\t" <> ToString@CForm@x@@i, 1DDDD <> "\t" <>

ToString@CForm@x@@i, 2DDDD <> "\t" <> ToString@CForm@x@@i, 3DDDD <> "\n";
WriteString@fp, sD, 8i, nat<D

Close@fpD;D

BlockB8kp, k, l, e, v, ev, nr, u, du, amp = 10, file, f, xx<,

file = "~ê.jmolêview.xyz";
kp = 58;
k = disp@@kp, 1DD;
8v, e< = Eigensystem@DM@80, 0, k<DD;

f = conv ChopAv, 10-8E ;

ev = eYlist@@kpDD;
H*Print@MatrixForm@evDD;
Print@Abs@Total@Sign@v@@All,2DDDDDD;*L

H*Print@Total@vx@@All,81,2<DDDD;
Print@Total@vy@@All,81,2<DDDD;
Print@Flatten@v@@1DD D.Flatten@v@@2DD DD ;
Print@Flatten@vxD.Flatten@Conjugate@vxDDD;
Print@Flatten@vyD.Flatten@vyDD;*L
nr = 200;
xx = Flatten@Table@x@@1 ;; 40DD + Table@80, 0, j az<, 8i, 40<D, 8j, nr<D, 1D;
H*u=amp Flatten@Table@Re@ev Exp@-Â k j azDD,8j,nr<DD;*L
H*u=amp Flatten@Table@Re@Flatten@vyD Exp@-Â k j azDD,8j,nr<DD;*L
u = amp Flatten@Table@Re@ev Exp@-Â k j azDD, 8j, nr<DD;
u = Partition@u, 3D;
Print@u@@1 ;; 4DDD;

writeXMOL@file, Table@"C", 8i, 40 nr<D, xx + uDF

Create a pulse using a gaussian distribution of Fourrier component amplitudes

Drawing from the separate notebook called wavepacket.nb on building a wavepacket from a sum of 
sine functions  

gaus@x_, xo_, w_D :=
Log@2D

p w2
ExpB-Log@2D

x - xo

w

2
F

Define a function to print out a LAMMPS data file.
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writeLAMMPS@f_, box_, mass_, type_, x_, v_D :=
Block@8fp, s, nat, nty<,
fp = OpenWrite@fD;
nat = Dimensions@xD@@1DD;
nty = Dimensions@massD@@1DD;
s = "Created from Mathematica script\n\n"; WriteString@fp, sD;
s = ToString@natD <> " atoms\n" <> ToString@ntyD <> " atom types\n\n";
WriteString@fp, sD;
s = ToString@box@@1DDD <> " " <> ToString@box@@2DDD <> " xlo xhi\n";
WriteString@fp, sD;
s = ToString@box@@3DDD <> " " <> ToString@box@@4DDD <> " ylo yhi\n";
WriteString@fp, sD;
s = ToString@box@@5DDD <> " " <> ToString@box@@6DDD <>

" zlo zhi\n\n\nMasses\n\n";
WriteString@fp, sD;
Do@s = ToString@iD <> "\t" <> ToString@mass@@iDDD <> "\n";
WriteString@fp, sD, 8i, nty<D;

WriteString@fp, "\n\nAtoms\n\n"D;
Do@s = ToString@iD <> "\t" <>

ToString@type@@iDDD <> "\t" <> ToString@CForm@x@@i, 1DDDD <>
"\t" <> ToString@CForm@x@@i, 2DDDD <> "\t" <>
ToString@CForm@x@@i, 3DDDD <> "\n";

WriteString@fp, sD, 8i, nat<D;
WriteString@fp, "\n\nVelocities\n\n"D;
Do@s = ToString@iD <> "\t" <>

ToString@CForm@v@@i, 1DDDD <> "\t" <> ToString@CForm@v@@i, 2DDDD
<> "\t" <> ToString@CForm@v@@i, 3DDDD <> "\n";

WriteString@fp, sD, 8i, nat<D;
Close@fpD;D

So  now for a CNT with nd repeat units containing a wave packet with wavelength of nc repeat 
rings, and a width of 
nw repeat units built from a sum truncated at nt: build (and check) a wavepacket from the sum of 
traveling waves, and
then create the CNT coordinates by tilting and displacing the ring of atoms and adding the correct 
set of atomic 
displacements.

packet@amp_, nd_, nc_, nw_, nt_, vscale_D :=

BlockB8L, ko, ntt, p1, p2, p3, w, z, xx,

uu, box, nnat, dir, f1, f2, vv, Ztab, zz, Ttab, masslist,
w, width<,

If@nt < nd, ntt = nt, ntt = ndD;
L = nd az;

ko =
2 p

nc L
nd;

width =
2 p nd

nw L
;

w = TableB:2
p

L
i, 2 p gausB2

p

L
i, ko, widthF>, 8i, 0, ntt<F;

p1 = myLP@w, PlotMarkers Ø Automatic,
FrameLabel Ø 8"Wavenumber H1êfiL", "Weighting HuêuoL"<D;

p2 = myPB Sum@amp w@@i, 2DD Cos@w@@i, 1DD zD, 8i, ntt + 1<D,

:z,
-L

2
,
L

2
>, FrameLabel Ø

, F;
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8"Distance HxL", "Displacmemt HuêuoL"<, PlotStyle Ø 8DRed, Dashed, Thick<F;

p3 = myLPBTableBzz = iz -
nd

2
az;

8zz, amp Sum@w@@ik, 2DD Re@Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD, 8ik, nt<D<, 8iz, nd<F,

FrameLabel Ø

8"Z distance HfiL", "Displacment HuêuoL"<, PlotMarkers Ø AutomaticF;

Print@p1D;
Print@Show@p3, p2DD;

uu = FlattenBTableBamp SumB

zz = iz -
nd

2
az;

w@@ik, 2DD Re@ eYlist@@ikDD Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD

, 8ik, nt<F, 8iz, nd<FF;

uu = Partition@uu, 3D;
Print@Dimensions@uuDD;
Print@"Max y-displacment = " <> ToString@Max@Abs@uu@@All, 2DDDDDD;

vv = FlattenBTableBamp SumB

zz = iz -
nd

2
az;

w = 3 µ 2 p flist@@ikDD;
w w@@ik, 2DD Im@ eYlist@@ikDD Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD

, 8ik, nt<F, 8iz, nd<FF;

vv = Partition@vv, 3D vscale;
Print@Dimensions@vvDD;

Ztab = Table@80, 0, 1<, 8j, 40<D;
xx = x@@1 ;; 40DD - Table@Mean@x@@1 ;; 40DDD, 8i, 40<D;

xx = FlattenBTableBzz = iz -
1

2
-
nd

2
az;

xx + Ztab zz, 8iz, nd<F, 1F;

nnat = Dimensions@xxD@@1DD;
Print@nnatD;

Print@Max@uu@@All, 2DDDD;
Print@Max@vv@@All, 2DDDD;

dir = "êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêDynamical-Matrixê";
f1 = "~ê.jmolêview.xyz";
f1 = dir <> "test.xyz";
f2 = "data.wavepacket-new";

Ttab = Table@"C", 8i, nnat<D;
writeXMOL@f1, Ttab, xx + uuD;

box = :-40, 40, -40, 40, -
nd

2
az,

nd

2
az>;

masslist = 812.0<;
Ttab = Table@1, 8i, nnat<D;
writeLAMMPS@dir <> f2, box, masslist, Ttab, xx + uu, vvD;

8uu, xx, vv, w<F
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8u1, x1, v1, w20< = packet@0.00598, 200, 10, 80, 150, 1D;

8u2, x2, v2, w8< = packetB0.00598, 200,
200

8
, 80, 150, 1F;
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fig = BlockB8dk, omax, col, wm, nw, bar1, bar2, y = 9<, omax = 0.45; col =
2

3
;

dk = Hw20@@2, 1DD - w20@@1, 1DDL ê 2;
wm = Max@w20@@All, 2DDD;
nw = Dimensions@w20D@@1DD;
bar1 = Graphics@

Table@8Hue@col, omax w20@@i, 2DD ê wmD, Rectangle@8w20@@i, 1DD - dk, 0<,
8w20@@i, 1DD + dk, y<D<, 8i, 50<DD;

bar2 =
Graphics@Table@8Hue@1 ê 3, omax w8@@i, 2DD ê wmD, Rectangle@8w8@@i, 1DD - dk, 0<,

8w8@@i, 1DD + dk, y<D<, 8i, 12<DD;

Show@p3, bar1, bar2, p3, p4DF

Export@"êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêlow-f-dispersion.pdf",
fig, "PDF", ImageResolution Ø 200D

Export@"êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêlow-f-dispersion.png",
fig, "PNG", ImageResolution Ø 200D
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Create a data file for a tube containing two wavepackets 

makepacket@amp_, nd_, nc_, nw_, nt_, vscale_, zpos_D :=
Block@8L, ko, width, ntt, w, xx,

uu, vv, Ztab, zz, w, p1<,
If@nt < nd, ntt = nt, ntt = ndD;
L = nd az; ko = H2 pL ê Hnc LL nd; width = H2 p ndL ê Hnw LL;
w = Table@82 p ê L i, 2 p gaus@2 p ê L i, ko, widthD<, 8i, 0, ntt<D;
p1 = myLP@w, PlotMarkers Ø Automatic,

FrameLabel Ø 8"Wavenumber H1êfiL", "Weighting HuêuoL"<D;
Print@p1D;

Ztab = Table@80, 0, 1<, 8j, 40<D;
xx = x@@1 ;; 40DD - Table@Mean@x@@1 ;; 40DDD, 8i, 40<D;
xx = Flatten@Table@zz = HHiz - 1 ê 2L - nd ê 2L az; xx + Ztab zz, 8iz, nd<D, 1D;

uu = Flatten@Table@amp Sum@zz = Hiz - nd ê 2 + zposL az; w@@ik, 2DD Re@ eYlist@@ikDD
Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD, 8ik, nt<D, 8iz, nd<DD;

uu = Partition@uu, 3D;
Print@"Max y-displacment = " <> ToString@Max@Abs@uu@@All, 2DDDDDD;

vv = Flatten@
Table@amp Sum@zz = Hiz - nd ê 2 + zposL az; w = 3 µ 2 p flist@@ikDD; w w@@ik, 2DD

Im@ eYlist@@ikDD Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD, 8ik, nt<D, 8iz, nd<DD;
vv = Partition@vv, 3D vscale;
8xx, uu, vv<D

packet2@v1_, v2_, nd_, nt_D :=
Block@8amp1, nc1, nw1, vscale1, amp2, nc2, nw2, vscale2, p1,

p2, p3, w, z, xx, uu1, uu2, vv1, vv2, box, nnat, dir, f1, f2, Ttab, masslist<,
8amp1, nc1, nw1, vscale1< = v1; 8amp2, nc2, nw2, vscale2< = v2;

8xx, uu1, vv1< = makepacket@amp1, nd, nc1, nw1, nt, vscale1, 0D;
8xx, uu2, vv2< = makepacket@amp2, nd, nc2, nw2, nt, vscale2, 1.2 nd ê 2D;

p1 = myLP@8T@8xx@@All, 3DD, uu1@@All, 2DD<D, T@8xx@@All, 3DD, uu2@@All, 2DD<D<,
FrameLabel Ø 8"Z distance HfiL", "Displacment HuêuoL"<,
PlotMarkers Ø AutomaticD;

Print@p1D;

nnat = Dimensions@xxD@@1DD;
Print@nnatD;

dir = "êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêDynamical-Matrixê";
f1 = "~ê.jmolêview.xyz";
f1 = dir <> "test.xyz";
f2 = "data.2-wavepackets";

Ttab = Table@"C", 8i, nnat<D;
writeXMOL@f1, Ttab, xx + uu1 + uu2D;

box = 8-40, 40, -40, 40, -nd ê 2 az, nd ê 2 az<;
masslist = 812.0<;
Ttab = Table@1, 8i, nnat<D;
writeLAMMPS@dir <> f2, box, masslist, Ttab, xx + uu1 + uu2, vv1 + vv2D;

D
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packet2@80.00598, 10, 80, 1<, 80.0005, 200 ê 9, 60, 1<, 200, 150D;
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Create a data file of a CNT with a single standing wave,  and a single traveling 
wave
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waves@amp_, nd_, nc_, vscale_D :=

BlockB8L, ko, ntt, p1, p2, p3, w, z, xx, uu, width, box,

nat, dir, f1, f2, f3, f4, vv, Ztab, zz, Ttab, masslist, w, ik, mxy<,
If@Mod@nd ê nc, 1D ¹≠ 0, Print@"Error nc must be integer of nd"D; BreakD;
ik = nd ê nc + 1;
L = nd az;
ko = H2 pL ê Hnc azL;
width = 1;
w = Table@82 p ê L i, 2 p gaus@2 p ê L i, ko, widthD<, 8i, 0, nd<D;
uu = Flatten@Table@

zz = Hiz - nd ê 2L az;
amp Re@ eYlist@@ikDD Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD, 8iz, nd<DD;

uu = Partition@uu, 3D;
mxy = Max@Abs@uu@@All, 2DDDD;
Print@"Max y-displacment = " <> ToString@mxyDD;

vv = Flatten@Table@zz = Hiz - nd ê 2L az;
w = 3 µ 2 p flist@@ikDD;
amp w Im@ eYlist@@ikDD Exp@-Â w@@ik, 1DD zzDD, 8iz, nd<DD;

vv = Partition@vv, 3D vscale;
Print@Dimensions@vvDD;

Ztab = Table@80, 0, 1<, 8j, 40<D;
xx = x@@1 ;; 40DD - Table@Mean@x@@1 ;; 40DDD, 8i, 40<D;
xx = Flatten@Table@zz = HHiz - 1 ê 2L - nd ê 2L az;

xx + Ztab zz, 8iz, nd<D, 1D;
nnat = Dimensions@xxD@@1DD;
Print@nnatD;

dir = "êUsersêalexêResearchêRajeshêDynamical-Matrixê";
f1 = dir <> "test.xyz";
f1 = "~ê.jmolêview.xyz";

Ttab = Table@"C", 8i, nnat<D;
writeXMOL@f1, Ttab, xx + uuD;
f2 = dir <> "travelingwave-disp-" <> ToString@mxyD;
writeXMOL@f2, Table@ToString@iD, 8i, nnat<D, uuD;
f2 = dir <> "travelingwave-vel-" <> ToString@mxyD;
writeXMOL@f2, Table@ToString@iD, 8i, nnat<D, vvD;
f2 = dir <> "standingwave-disp-" <> ToString@mxyD;

writeXMOLBf2, Table@ToString@iD, 8i, nnat<D, uu 2 F;

f2 = dir <> "standingwave-kick-" <> ToString@mxyD;

writeXMOLBf2, Table@ToString@iD, 8i, nnat<D, vv 2 F;

f2 = "data.travelingwave-amp-" <> ToString@mxyD;
f3 = "data.standingwave-pluck-amp-" <> ToString@mxyD;
f4 = "data.standingwave-kick-amp-" <> ToString@mxyD;

box = 8-40, 40, -40, 40, -nd ê 2 az, nd ê 2 az<;
masslist = 812.0<;
Ttab = Table@1, 8i, nnat<D;
writeLAMMPS@dir <> f2, box, masslist, Ttab, xx + uu, vvD;
writeLAMMPS@dir <> f3, box, masslist, Ttab, xx + uu, vv 0D;
writeLAMMPS@dir <> f4, box, masslist, Ttab, xx, vv D;

8uu, xx, vv<F

18     make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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8u1, x1, v1< = waves@5, 200, 10, 1.0D;

Max y-displacment = 0.780355

88000, 3<

8000

myLP@T@8x1@@All, 3DD, u1@@All, 2DD<DD

-400 -200 0 200 400

-0.5

0.0

0.5

Create plots of the eigen modes

sym1 = Graphics3D@
8Blue, Opacity@0.5D, Sphere@80, 0, 0<, 0.01D<, Boxed Ø False, ImageSize Ø 40D;

sym2 = Graphics3D@8Red, Sphere@80, 0, 0<, 0.01D<, Boxed Ø False, ImageSize Ø 40D;

m = DM@0D;
8l, e< = Eigensystem@mD;

make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb     19

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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rng = Append@Flatten@Table@8i, i + 10<, 8i, 10<DD, 1D
H*rng=Append@Flatten@Table@8i<,8i,10<DD,1D*L
a = 40;
mod = 1;
myLP@8x@@rng, 81, 2<DD,

x@@rng, 81, 2<DD + a Partition@e@@modDD, 3D@@rng, 81, 2<DD<, AspectRatio Ø 1,
PlotMarkers Ø 8sym1, sym2<, PlotRange Ø 88-5, 5<, 8-5, 5<<,
FrameTicks Ø None, Axes Ø FalseD

mod = 2;
myLP@8x@@rng, 81, 2<DD,

x@@rng, 81, 2<DD + a Partition@e@@modDD, 3D@@rng, 81, 2<DD<, AspectRatio Ø 1,
PlotMarkers Ø 8sym1, sym2<, PlotRange Ø 88-5, 5<, 8-5, 5<<,
FrameTicks Ø None, Axes Ø FalseD

a = 30;
mod = 4;
myLP@8x@@rng, 81, 2<DD,

x@@rng, 81, 2<DD + a Partition@e@@modDD, 3D@@rng, 81, 2<DD<, AspectRatio Ø 1,
PlotMarkers Ø 8sym1, sym2<, PlotRange Ø 88-5, 5<, 8-5, 5<<,
FrameTicks Ø None, Axes Ø FalseD

a = 15;
mod = 6;
myLP@8x@@rng, 81, 2<DD,

x@@rng, 81, 2<DD + a Partition@e@@modDD, 3D@@rng, 81, 2<DD<, AspectRatio Ø 1,
PlotMarkers Ø 8sym1, sym2<, PlotRange Ø 88-5, 5<, 8-5, 5<<,
FrameTicks Ø None, Axes Ø FalseD

81, 11, 2, 12, 3, 13, 4, 14, 5, 15, 6, 16, 7, 17, 8, 18, 9, 19, 10, 20, 1<

20     make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb     21

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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Block@8m = DM@0D, e, l, u, rng = 1 ;; 10<,
8l, e< = Eigensystem@mD;
myLP@x@@rng, 81, 2<DDDD

22     make-dynamical-matrix_latest1.nb

Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
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A.5 Optimize traveling waves and wavepackets

Figure A.5: Flowchart to make wavepackets: Traveling waves and Lone wavepacket

is constructed using this procedure
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A.5.1 Matlab script to calibrate velocities

clc

clear all

amps=1;

amp=0.5/sqrt(2);

addpath('˜/Hamiltonian/travelling−bigger/eigen/');
addpath ˜/Hamiltonian/new 26jun1/;

addpath ˜/Hamiltonian/standing−0.39/standing200k;
[no,id,x,y,z]=textread('data.travelingwave−8','%d %d %f %f %f',...

8000,'headerlines',17);

pos=[x,y,z];

[no,vx,vy,vz]=textread('data.travelingwave−8','%d %f %f %f',8000,...

'headerlines',8020);

vel = [vx,vy,vz];

factor = max(vel(:,2))/max(pos(:,2));

%% no pulse

[h,b]=load datafile('data.tube nopulse');

% b.Atoms = sortrows(b.Atoms);

% b.Velocities = sortrows(b.Velocities);

!lmp < in.hamilton;

[lan,lbn,lcn,ldn,len] = textread('log.lammps','%d %f %f %f %f',...

1,'headerlines',27);

xno=[lan;lbn;lcn;ldn;len];

%% standing with dispalcement

cd /nfs/matsci−fserv/share/saranamv/Hamiltonian/...
standing−bigger2/small/cali/;

h1=h;

b1=b;

%b1.Atoms(:,3:5)=b.Atoms(:,3:5)+amp*pos;

b1.Atoms(:,3:5)=pos;

%b1.Velocities(:,2:4) = b.Velocities(:,2:4) + amp*vel;

write data file('data.standing−0.39',h1,b1);
!lmp < in.hamiltonianst;

[las,lbs,lcs,lds,les] = textread('log.lammps','%d %f %f %f %f',...
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5000,'headerlines',27);

xst=[las;lbs;lcs;lds;les];

%% kick

h3=h;

b3=b;

b3.Velocities(:,2:4) = b.Velocities(:,2:4) + amp*vel;

write data file('data.kick',h3,b3);

!lmp < in.hamiltoniank;

[lak,lbk,lck,ldk,lek] = textread('log.lammps','%d %f %f %f %f',...

1,'headerlines',27);

xk=[lak;lbk;lck;ldk;lek];

%% travelling−bigger calibration

cd /nfs/matsci−fserv/share/saranamv/Hamiltonian/...
travelling−bigger2/small/cali/;

i=1;

for del=0:0.05:1.5

!rm log.lammps;

h2=h;

b2=b;

b2.Atoms(:,3:5)=b.Atoms(:,3:5)+pos*del*amp;

b2.Atoms(:,3:5)=pos;

b2.Velocities(:,2:4) = b.Velocities(:,2:4) + amp*vel;

write data file('data.travelling−0.39',h2,b2);
!lmp < in.hamiltoniantr;

display(i)

[la(i),lb(i),lc(i),ld(i),le(i)] = textread('log.lammps',...

'%d %f %f %f %f',1,'headerlines',27);

i= i+1;

end

xtr=[la;lb;lc;ld;le];

del=0:0.05:1.5;

xtpe=lc−lcn;
xspe=lcs−lcn;
save('ener−del.mat','xno','xst','xtr','xtpe','xspe','del')
plot(del,xtpe);

hold on

plot(del,ldk(1),'−.')
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hold off

%% making data file for travelling bigger with displacement equal to

%standing−bigger
% fac=solve('−101.4*xˆ4+237.12*xˆ3+545.07*xˆ2−3.5987*x+0.20846=...
%5.99153561235500831e+01') %ldk(1)

% del = fac(3);

% b2.Atoms(:,3:5)=b.Atoms(:,3:5)+posst*del;

cd /nfs/matsci−fserv/share/saranamv/Hamiltonian/travelling−0.195/;
h2=h;

b2=b;

b2.Atoms(:,3:5)=pos;

b2.Velocities(:,2:4) = b.Velocities(:,2:4) +amp*factor*posst;

write data file('data.travelling−0.195',h2,b2);
%%
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A.5.2 Lammps script to run simulations

# Testing Pulse

units           metal
boundary        p p p

atom_style      atomic
read_data       data.wavepack8

pair_style      airebo 3.0 1 1
pair_coeff      * * CH.airebo C

#minimize      1e-16 1000 10000

#velocity        all create 600 23888542 sum no mom yes rot yes

fix             therm all nve
compute      myKE all ke/atom

compute      myPE all pe/atom
compute      myStress all stress/atom virial  #excludes a KE 

term. 
compute      flux all heat/flux myKE myPE myStress

variable     Jx equal c_flux[1]/vol  # to account for the volume 
not taken into consideration in the calculations

variable     Jy equal c_flux[2]/vol
variable     Jz equal c_flux[3]/vol
variable     jx equal c_flux[1]
variable     jy equal c_flux[2]
variable     jz equal c_flux[3]

fix  JJflux all ave/correlate 10 25000 25000 c_flux[1] 
c_flux[2] c_flux[3] type auto file acf.dat ave running #line inserted via 
npt.pl

thermo          5
timestep        2e-4
thermo_style    custom step etotal pe ke temp v_jx v_jy v_jz v_Jx v_Jy v_Jz
thermo_modify   format float %.17le

dump pv all custom 40 pv.d id x y z vx vy vz
#dump xmol all xyz 10 wpck.xyz
run             2500000 #5 times
write_restart   restart.end
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Appendix B: Analysis Scripts

B.1 Matlab script to make energy plot by projection of excited flex-

ural mode

% Kinetic energy plot traced with the time and finds the projection of 30

% modes

clear all

clc

addpath('/nfs/matsci−fserv/share/saranamv/Hamiltonian/travelling−bigger/eigen/');
for i = 3:30

[no,id,xx(:,i),yx(:,i),zx(:,i)]=textread(sprintf('data.eig−bigger−%d−x',...
i),'%f %f %f %f %f',8000,'headerlines',17);

[no,xxi(:,i),yxi(:,i),zxi(:,i)]=textread(sprintf('data.eig−bigger−%d−x',...
i),'%f %f %f %f',8000,'headerlines',8020);

[no,id,xy(:,i),yy(:,i),zy(:,i)]=textread(sprintf('data.eig−bigger−%d−y',...
i),'%f %f %f %f %f',8000,'headerlines',17);

[no,xyi(:,i),yyi(:,i),zyi(:,i)]=textread(sprintf('data.eig−bigger−%d−y',...
i),'%f %f %f %f',8000,'headerlines',8020);

normx(i)=sqrt(sum(dot([xx(:,i),yx(:,i),zx(:,i)],[xx(:,i),yx(:,i),...

zx(:,i)])));

normxi(i)=sqrt(sum(dot([xxi(:,i),yxi(:,i),zxi(:,i)],[xxi(:,i),...

yxi(:,i),zxi(:,i)])));

normy(i)=sqrt(sum(dot([xy(:,i),yy(:,i),zy(:,i)],[xy(:,i),...

yy(:,i),zy(:,i)])));

normyi(i)=sqrt(sum(dot([xyi(:,i),yyi(:,i),zyi(:,i)],[xyi(:,i),...

yyi(:,i),zyi(:,i)])));

end

filename = 'pv.d';
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fid = fopen(filename,'r')

s = get frame(fid); % forgo first run

for j=1:62500

s = get frame(fid);

for i=3:30

a = (sum(dot(s.v,[xx(:,i),yx(:,i),zx(:,i)]))/normx(i))ˆ2;

a = a + (sum(dot(s.v,[xxi(:,i),yxi(:,i),zxi(:,i)]))/normxi(i))ˆ2;

enx(i,j) = a;

b = (sum(dot(s.v,[xy(:,i),yy(:,i),zy(:,i)]))/normy(i))ˆ2;

b = b + (sum(dot(s.v,[xyi(:,i),yyi(:,i),zyi(:,i)]))/normyi(i))ˆ2;

eny(i,j) = b;

end

end

t=0.008:0.008:500;

m=12;

amu2kg=1.66053886e−27;
j2ev=6.24150974e18;

velsq2si=10000;

enconv=m*amu2kg*j2ev*velsq2si;

enx=enx*enconv*0.5;%0.5* mass * amu−kg−conv * vel−mˆ2 /(picosec−secˆ2*j−ev)
eny=eny*enconv*0.5;

save('en comp.mat','enx','eny','t');

plot(t,eny(20,:))

xlabel('Time, ps')

ylabel('Energy trend, ev ')

title('Energy trend with Time')

saveas(gcf,'energy comp20','jpg')

plot(t,eny(8,:))

xlabel('Time, ps')

ylabel('Energy trend, ev ')

title('Energy trend with Time')

saveas(gcf,'energy comp8','jpg')
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B.2 Matlab script to map kinetic energy

% A script that creates kinetic energy map with 500*400 pixels

% total number of frames are i*j=500*125, where j is the number of frames

% that are averaged to get 1 data point and along x direction 800 rings of

%long CNT 2 adjacent CNT rings are averaged to obtain one ring of data

%which is 400 rings

clear all

clc

filename = 'pv.d';

addpath '/nfs/matsci−fserv/share/saranamv/Hamiltonian/travelling−bigger';
fid = fopen(filename,'r')

for i=1:500

for j=1:125

s = get frame(fid);

nat = size(s.x,1);

v2 = reshape((s.v.ˆ2)',3,20,nat/20);

v2 = squeeze(mean(v2,2))';

k e(j,:)=(v2(:,1)+v2(:,2))';

k e1(j,:)=(v2(:,1)+v2(:,2)+v2(:,3))';

end

k e2(i,:)=squeeze(mean(k e,1));

k e3(i,:)=squeeze(mean(k e1,1));

end

save('3dstdk 125.mat','k e2','k e3')

%return

%load('3dstdk 125.mat')

k=figure(1)

imagesc(k e2)

xlabel('location, atoms, *20')

ylabel('frames, *125')

title('Maximum energy location and time')

saveas(k,'3dstdk 125','jpg')

j=figure(2)
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imagesc(k e3)

xlabel('location, atoms, *20')

ylabel('frames, *125')

title('Maximum energy location and time')

saveas(j,'bluemap all 125','jpg')

close(k,j)

B.3 Matlab script to make all kinds of plots

% This script plots 3d projections, energy of projection at all temperature

%flux−energy, q plots,2d power spectrum plots

clc

clear all

%% averaging energy and flux data for every nxor ny steps

T = [0,5,50,100,150,200,250,300,350,400,500];

ampl=[0.195,0.39];

nam = char('standing','travelling');

nx=250;

ny=250;

for h =1:2

amp=num2str(ampl(h));

for j=1:2;

for i =1:11

t=num2str(T(i));

temp=strcat(num2str(T(i)),'k');

if j ==1

k= 8;

else

k=10;

end

dir2= [nam(j,1:k),temp];

com=strcat('cd /scratch/saranamv/Pulse/Hamiltonian/',...

nam(j,1:k),'−',amp,'/',nam(j,1:k),temp);
eval(com);

dis = [dir2,amp]
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if T(i) == 0

load('en comp.mat')

px=floor(length (enx')/nx)*nx;

x=reshape(enx(:,1:px),30,nx,px/nx);

x=squeeze(mean(x,2));

tym=reshape(t(:,1:px),1,nx,px/nx);

tym=squeeze (mean(tym,2))';

exy = zeros(length(T),30,px/nx);

exy(i,:,:)=x;

py=floor(length (eny')/ny)*ny;

y=reshape(eny(:,1:py),30,ny,py/ny);

y=squeeze(mean(y,2));

eyy = zeros(length(T),30,py/ny);

eyy(i,:,:)=y;

[st,te,pe,ke,t,jx,jy,jz,Jx,Jy,Jz]=textread...

('in.hamiltonian.out',...

'% d % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f',...

100000,'headerlines',9);

pz=floor(100000/(nx*4))*nx;

z=reshape(jz(:,1),nx*4,pz/nx);

z=squeeze(mean(z,1));

fluxz=zeros(length(T),px/nx);

fluxz(i,:)=z;

else

load('en comp.mat')

px=floor(length (ex')/nx)*nx;

x=reshape(ex(:,1:px),30,nx,px/nx);

x=squeeze(mean(x,2));

tym=reshape(t(:,1:px),1,nx,px/nx);

tym=squeeze (mean(tym,2))';

exy(i,:,:)=x;

py=floor(length (ey')/ny)*ny;

y=reshape(ey(:,1:py),30,ny,py/ny);

y=squeeze(mean(y,2));

eyy(i,:,:)=y;

for tag = 60000:20000:200000
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stag = num2str(tag);

dir = strcat(temp,' ',stag);

com = strcat ({'cd '}, dir);

eval(com{1});
l=1;

[st,te,pe,ke,t,jx,jy,jz,Jx,Jy,Jz]=textread(...

'in.hamiltonian.out',...

'% d % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f % f',...

100000,'headerlines',9);

pz=floor(100000/(nx*4))*nx;

jzs=reshape(jz(:,1),nx*4,pz/nx);

jzs=squeeze(mean(jzs,1));

fluz(l,:)=jzs;

l=l+1;

cd ../

end

fluxz(i,:)=squeeze(mean(fluz,1));

end

cd ../

end

if h==1 && j==1

eystx19=exy/8;

eysty19=eyy/8;

flust19=fluxz/8;

elseif h==1 && j==2

eytrx19=exy/8;

eytry19=eyy/8;

flutr19=fluxz/8;

elseif h==2 && j==1

eystx39=exy/8;

eysty39=eyy/8;

flust39=fluxz/8;

elseif h==2 && j==2

eytrx39=exy/8;
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eytry39=eyy/8;

flutr39=fluxz/8;

end

end

end

cd /scratch/saranamv/Pulse/Hamiltonian/analysis/pdf/

name=char('stand','travl');

save('en flux.mat','tym','T','ampl','name','eystx19','eysty19','flust19'...

,'eystx39','eysty39','flust39','eytrx19','eytry19','flutr19',...

'eytrx39','eytry39','flutr39');

%% load data

load('en flux.mat');

cd pdf ;

%% plot properties

set(0,'defaultAxesFontName','helvetica');

set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',27);

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',27);

set(0,'defaultaxeslinewidth',1);

set(0,'defaultlinelinewidth',2);

axesPosition = [75 75 420 300] % # Axes position, in pixels

yWidth = 30; % # y axes spacing, in pixels

xLimit = [min(tym) max(tym)]; % # Range of x values

xOffset = −yWidth*diff (xLimit)/axesPosition(3);

%% 3d plot for x and y projection for every temperature

T=[0,5,50,100,150,200,250,300,350,400,500];

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else
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a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

for k=2 % x/y 2

if k==1

b=char('x');

else

b =char('y');

end

for l = 1:length(T)

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

h=surf(squeeze(en(l,:,:)),'FaceColor','interp',...

'FaceLighting','phong')

set(h,'LineWidth',1.5)

shading interp;

camlight left; lighting phong;

colormap('jet');

% colorbar;

axis tight

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Flexural mode #','fontWeight','bold')

zlabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[9 6])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.4 0.4 8 5.5])

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('3d',name(i,:),...

' ',b,' ',c,' ',num2str(T(l))))

figure(2)

imagesc(squeeze (en(l,:,:))')

ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')
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axis([0,30,0,100])

% set(gca, 'YTick',1:100:501)

set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100) % wavepack

% set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100)

xlabel('Mode #','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'XTick',0:5:30)

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',0:5:30)

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('en 2d ',name(i,:),...

' ',b,' ',c,' ',num2str(T(l))));

end

end

end

end

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[11 7])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.15 0.4 10.5 6.5])

% set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.35 0.2 8 5.5])

%% Energy of each projection mode with temperature

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

for k=1:2 % x/y 2

if k==1

b=char('x');
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else

b =char('y');

end

for l = 1:length(T)

for n = 1:30

enert=strcat(a,b,c);

en=eval(enert);

% figure(2)

mymap = colormap(hsv(30));

plot(tym,squeeze(en(l,n,:)),'Color',mymap(n,:))

gym=floor(abs(3*sin(n*pi ()/6))+3)*12;

if k==2

text(gym−25,en(l,n,gym−25) , num2str(n),...

'Color', mymap(n,:),'Fontsize',14)

else

text(gym+20,en(l,n,gym+20) , num2str(n),...

'Color', mymap(n,:),'Fontsize',14)

end

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

title(strcat('Energy composition for',num2str(T(l)),...

'K vs Time'),'fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('proj all',name(i,:),...

' ',b,' ',c,' ',num2str(T(l))))

hold off

end

end

end

end

%% Energy for all temp excludig mode 20 in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3
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if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

for k=1:2 % x/y 2

if k==1

b=char('x');

else

b =char('y');

end

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

n=[1:19,21:30];

% figure(3)

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,squeeze(sum(en(l,n,:),2)),'Color',mymap(l,:));

text(10,sum(en(l,n,10),2) , strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'),...

'Color', mymap(l,:),'Fontsize',14)

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

title('Energy in original mode vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('en org ex',name(i,:),' ',c,b))

end

end

end

%% Energy for all temp excludig mode 20 & 8 in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39
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for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

for k=1:2 % x/y 2

if k==1

b=char('x');

else

b =char('y');

end

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

n=[1:7,9:19,21:30];

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,squeeze(sum(en(l,n,:),2)),'Color',mymap(l,:));

text(10,sum(en(l,n,10),2) , strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'),...

'Color', mymap(l,:),'Fontsize',14)

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

title('Energy in original mode vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('en org ex8',name(i,:),' ',c,b))

end
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end

end

%% Energy for all temp in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39

m=8;

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('y');

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

% figure(4)

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,squeeze(en(l,m,:)),'Color',mymap(l,:));

text(28,en(l,m,28) , strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'), 'Color',...

mymap(l,:),'Fontsize',12)

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

title('Energy in original mode vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('yproj 8',name(i,:),' ',c))

end

end
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%% Energy for all temp in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39

m=20;

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('y');

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

% figure(4)

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,squeeze(en (l,m,:)/8),'Color',mymap(l,:));

jh=floor(rand*100);

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)')

ylabel('Energy (meV/atom)')

hold off

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[11 7])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.15 0.4 11 6.8])

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('yproj org ',name(i,:),' ',c))

end

end
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%% sum of all Energy for all temp in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

else

a= char('eytr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('x','y');

en1=eval(strcat(a,b(1),c));

en2=eval(strcat(a,b(2),c));

en=en1+en2;

% figure(4)

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

m=[1:30];

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,squeeze(sum(en(l,m,:),2)),'Color',mymap(l,:));

jh=floor(rand*100);

text(jh,sum(en(l,m,jh),2) , strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'),...

'Color',[0 0 0] ,'Fontsize',15,'fontWeight','bold')

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

title('Total energy vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('all',name(i,:),' ',c))

end

end
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%% Flux of original mode for every temp in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

af = char('flust');

else

af= char('flutr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

fl=eval(strcat(af,c));

% figure(5)

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

plot(tym,fl(l,:),'Color',mymap(l,:))

text(12,fl(l,12) , strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'),...

'Color', mymap(l,:),'Fontsize',15)

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Flux (mev/atom/Aˆ2)','fontWeight','bold')

title('Flux vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('flux ',name(i,:),' ',c))

end

end

%% flux & energy vs time for every temp in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39 with error bars

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1
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a = char('eyst');

af = char('flust');

else

a=char('eytr');

af = char('flutr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('y');

en=eval(strcat(a,b,c));

fl=eval(strcat(af,c));

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

for l = 1:length(T)

fl(l,:) = fl(l,:)−min(fl(l,:));
lh= plot(tym+max(tym),fl (l,:)/max(fl(l,:))*max(squeeze(...

en(l,20,:))),tym,squeeze(en(l,20,:)),'−.',...
'Color',mymap(l,:))

hold on

end

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Energy(mev/atom) Flux (mev/(atom*Aˆ2))','fontWeight','bold')

title('Energy−Flux vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

lh=legend('0k','5k','50k','100k','150k','200k','250k','300k',...

'350k','400k','500k','Location','EastOutside')

hold off

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('en flux ',name(i,:),' ',c))

end

end

%% flux & energy vs time for 5k in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39 with error bars

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[12.5 7.5])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0.3 12 7])
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for i=2%1:2% st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

af = char('flust');

else

a=char('eytr');

af = char('flutr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('y');

en=eval (strcat(a,b,c))/8;

fl=eval (strcat(af,c))/8;

for l = 4%

lh = plotyy(tym,squeeze(en(l,20,:)),tym,fl(l,:));

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel(lh(1),'Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

ylimits(1) = 0 % min(squeeze(en(l,20,:))); %0

ylimits(2) = max(squeeze(en(l,20,:)));

% set(lh(1),'box','off')

set(lh(1),'YLim', ylimits)

ylabel(lh(2),'Flux (mev/(atom*Aˆ2))','fontWeight','bold')

ylimits(1) = 0% min(fl(l,:)); %0

% pbaspect([1,1,1.5])

ylimits(2) = max(fl(l,:));

set(lh(2),'YLim', ylimits)

hold on

kr =char('x','y');
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en1=eval(strcat(a,kr(1),c));

en2=eval(strcat(a,kr(2),c));

ent=en1+en2;

lhk=plot(tym,squeeze(sum(ent(l,:,:),2)),'b−.', tym ,squeeze(en(l,8,:)),'r')

legend('Energy','Total Energy','Gateway mode','Flux','Location','Best')

print('−dpdf','−r400',strcat('en flux ',name(i,1:3),num2str(T(l)),'k',b,c))

hold off

end

end

end

%% flux & energy vs time for 5k in 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39 sum all together

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[12.5 7.5])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0.3 12 7])

for i=1:2 % st/tr/fl 3

if i==1

a = char('eyst');

af = char('flust');

else

a=char('eytr');

af = char('flutr');

end

for j=1:2 %19/39 2

if j==1

c = char('19');

else

c=char('39');

end

b =char('x','y');

en1=eval(strcat(a,b(1),c));

en2=eval(strcat(a,b(2),c));

en=en1+en2;

fl=eval(strcat(af,c));

for l = 1:length(T);
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lh = plotyy(tym,squeeze(sum(en(l,:,:),2)),tym,fl(l,:))

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel(lh(1),'Energy (mev/atom)','fontWeight','bold')

ylimits(1) = min(squeeze(sum(en(l,:,:),2)));

ylimits(2) = max(squeeze(sum(en(l,:,:),2)));

set(lh(1),'YLim', ylimits)

ylabel(lh(2),'Flux (mev/atom/Aˆ2)','fontWeight','bold')

ylimits(1) = min(fl(l,:));

ylimits(2) = max(fl(l,:));

set(lh(2),'YLim', ylimits)

set(gcf,'PaperPosition',[0.25 2.5 8 6])

legend('Total Energy','Flux','Location','Best')

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('toten flux ',...

name(i,1:3),num2str(T(l)),'k',c))

end

end

end

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[10.5 7.5])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0.3 10 7])

%% Q factor for 5 regions: manual data

q tab trav39= [1,39,53,56,69,100;1,12,16,25,32,100;1,5,12,23,37,100;1 ...

,4,10,18,31,100;1,3,10,20,40,100;1,2,9,17,27,100;1 ...

,3,9,17,36,100;1,2,8,15,27,100;1,2,10,16,27,100;1,2,9,16,34,100;1 ...

,5,9,14,28,100];

q tab trav19=[1,59,72,79,88,100;1,15,24,33,40,100;1 ...

,8,19,28,36,100;1,2,16,28,35,100;1,2,17,26,34,100;1,2,15,21,34,100;1 ...

,6,19,27,36,100;1,4,13,27,37,100;1,2,19,28,36,100;...

1,4,7,29,42,100;1,22,25,31,50,100];

q tab stan39=[1,62,75,85,94,100;1,17,27,38,48,100;...

1,13,21,32,43,100;1,12,20,31,42,100;1,8,21,33,44,100;...

1,7,22,29,43,100;1,7,21,30,44,100;1,4,19,31,45,100;...

1,2,14,28,42,100;1,3,10,30,42,100;1,3,9,20,35,100];

q tab = [q tab trav39;q tab trav19;q tab stan39];

qsteep=zeros(3,11);

for st = 1:3
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for l=1:length(T)

for j=2:size(q tab,2)

if st ==1

a='trav39';

en=eytry39;

elseif st ==2

a='trav19';

en=eytry19;

else

a='stan39';

en =eysty39;

end

clear q ln t

q ln=squeeze(log(en(l,20,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j))));
t=tym(1,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j));
pk=polyfit(t,q ln',1);

tim(q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j))=t;
q(q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j)) = pk(1);

if j==2

q l=squeeze(en(l,20,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j)));
t=tym(1,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j));
pk st = polyfit(t',q l,1);

q in1(st,l) = 2*pi()*q l (end)/(q l(end)−q l(1));

q steep1(st,l)=pk st(1);

elseif j==4

q l=squeeze(en(l,20,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j)));
t=tym(1,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j));
pk st = polyfit(t',q l,1);

q in(st,l) = 2*pi()*q l (end)/(q l(end)−q l(1));

q steep(st,l)=pk st(1);

elseif j== 3

q l=squeeze(en(l,20,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j+1)));
t=tym(1,q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j−1):q tab(l+(st−1)*11,j+1));
pk st = polyfit(t',q l,1);
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q in2(st,l) = 2*pi()*q l (end)/(q l(end)−q l(1));

q steep2(st,l)=pk st(1);

end

end

mymap = colormap(hsv(11));

plot(tim,q,'Color',mymap(l,:))

hold on

text(50,q(50),strcat(num2str(T(l)),'k'), 'Color', mymap(l,:),...

'Fontsize',12)

xlabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Q factor','fontWeight','bold')

title('Q factor vs Time','fontWeight','bold')

% print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('q ',a))

end

hold off

end

%% time for first minima vs temp 4 sets st/tr−0.195/0.39 : manual data

tim min = [42,12,5,4,3,2,3,2,2,1,5;58,16,8,2,1,2,6,4,2,4,0;...

62,17,13,12,8,7,7,4,2,3,3];

plot(T,tim min,'−o')
legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature (K)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Time for minima (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'time min')

%% slope of the steepest vs temp : manual data

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[11 7])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.15 0.4 11 6.8])

plot(T,abs(q steep),'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature (K)')

ylabel('Q factor')
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print('−dpdf','−r400', 'slope steep')

set(0,'defaultAxesFontName','helvetica');

set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',32);

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',32);

set(0,'defaultaxeslinewidth',1);

set(0,'defaultlinelinewidth',2);

axesPosition = [75 75 420 300]%[110 40 200 200]; % # Axes position, in pixels

yWidth = 30; % # y axes spacing, in pixels

xLimit = [min(tym) max(tym)]; % # Range of x values

xOffset = −yWidth*diff (xLimit)/axesPosition(3);

plot(T,abs(q in(1,:)),'r−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

hold on

plot(T,abs(q in(2,:)),'g−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','g',...

'MarkerSize',12)

plot(T,abs(q in(3,:)),'k−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','k',...

'MarkerSize',12)

axis tight

legend('Trav = amp','Trav = ene','Stand','Location','Best')

xlabel('Temperature (K)')

ylabel('Q factor')

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[11 7])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.15 0.4 11 6.7])

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'q steep 400')

hold off

%.....

plot(T(1:end−1),abs(q in(:,1:end−1)),'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

legend('Travel−sam−ampl','Travel−sam−ener','Stand','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature (K)')
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ylabel('Q factor')

axis tight

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'q steep 400')

%% slope of the initial steep vs temp : manual data

plot(T,abs(q steep1),'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Slope','fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'slope initial')

plot(T,abs(q in1(1,:)),'r−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

hold on

plot(T,abs(q in1(2,:)),'g−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','g',...

'MarkerSize',12)

plot(T,abs(q in1(3,:)),'k−o','MarkerEdgeColor','b',...
'MarkerFaceColor','k',...

'MarkerSize',12)

hold off

axis tight

legend('Trav = amp','Trav = ene','Stand','Location','Best')

xlabel('Temperature (K)')

ylabel('Q factor')

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[11 7])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.15 0.4 11 6.8])

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'q initial')

%% slope of the initial steep vs temp : manual data

plot(T,abs(q steep2),'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)
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legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature (K)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Slope','fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'slope extended')

plot(T,abs(q in2),'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
xlabel('Temperature (K)','fontWeight','bold')

ylabel('Q factor','fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'slope extended')

%% Duration of <1 mev/atom dissipation

dur = [68,37,35,35,41,33,42,40,35,36,35;100,50,67,52,75,59,50,53,46,50,40;...

100,79,100,100,88,83,64,63,61,60,48];

plot(dur,T,'−o','MarkerEdgeColor','k',...
'MarkerFaceColor','r',...

'MarkerSize',12)

legend('Travel−39','Travel−19','Stand−39','Location','Best')
ylabel('Temperature (K)','fontWeight','bold')

xlabel('Duration (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

print('−dpdf','−r400', 'dur en')

%% fft

oi=48;

h=surf(psa(:,1:oi),'FaceColor','interp','FaceLighting','phong')

set(h,'LineWidth',1.5)

shading interp;

camlight left; lighting phong;

colormap('jet');

% colorbar;
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axis tight

ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'XTick',0:8:48 );

% set(gca, 'XTickLabel',0:1:7 )

xlabel('Flexural mode #','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'YTick',1:10:51 );

set(gca, 'YTickLabel', 0:100:500);

zlabel('Intensity','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'ZTickLabel', []);

% Zticklabel('off')

view(30,30)

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[9 6])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0.4 0.4 8 5.5])

% print('−dpdf','−r400', 'fft sam')

%% fft 2 d plot

nam = char('20 1')

load(strcat('fft ',nam,'.mat'))

figure(2)

imagesc(psa(:,1:41))

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

ylabel('Time (ps)')

% axis([1,40,1,50])

set(gca, 'YTick',1:250:1251)% higher resolution

% set(gca, 'YTick',1:10:51)

set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:100:500) % wavepack

% set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100)

xlabel('Mode #')

set(gca, 'XTick',1:5:41)

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',0:5:40)

set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('fft 2d ',nam))
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B.4 Matlab script to track kinetic energy map in traveling reference

frame

% Map (blue) of the kinetic energy of the wavepacketin traveling reference

% frame and static reference frame

set(0,'defaultAxesFontName','helvetica');

set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',24);

set(0,'defaulttextfontsize',24);

set(0,'defaultaxeslinewidth',1);

set(0,'defaultlinelinewidth',2);

axesPosition = [75 75 420 300]%[110 40 200 200];

yWidth = 30; %# y axes spacing, in pixels;

nam= char('wp 20')

%load('3dstdk 125.mat')

%load('3dstdk 50.mat')

load('3dwpck2.mat')

%% normal reference frame

k e2 = 60*(k e2−min(k e2(:)))/(max(k e2(:))−min(k e2(:)));

imagesc(k e2)

ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

axis([0,400,0,500])

set(gca, 'YTick',0:100:500)

set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:100:500) % wavepack

xlabel('Position (nm)','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'XTick',0:100:400)

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',−42:21:42)
set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

print('−djpeg','−r400', strcat('˜/Desktop/faltu/blueplots/',nam))

%% normal reference frame

imagesc(k e2(1:100,:))

ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

axis([0,400,0,100])
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set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:500)

xlabel('Position (nm)','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',−42:21:42)
set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('˜/Desktop/faltu/blueplots/',nam,'100'))

%% wave pack for travelling 100 ps

% [nt,nz] = size(k e2);

% for f=5:5:5 % travelling− both the cases

% % f= 45.62 wp20 %f= 44.86 for wp20with collision, %f=28.45 wp 8

% f=6.03

% f %=28.45

% rs = −floor((1:nt)*f);
% ks = k e2;

% for i = 1:nt, ks(i,:) = circshift(ks(i,:),[0,rs(i)]); end

% imagesc(ks(1:50,:))

% ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')

% axis([0,400,0,500])

% set(gca, 'YTick',0:100:500)

% %set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:100:500) % wavepack

% set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100)

% xlabel('Position (nm)','fontWeight','bold')

% set(gca, 'XTick',0:100:400)

% set(gca, 'XTickLabel',−42:21:42)
% set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

% set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

% print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('˜/Desktop/faltu/blueplots/',nam,'tr100ps'))

% pause

% end

%% travelling reference frame

[nt,nz] = size(k e2);

% travelling− both the cases

%acf = ifft2(fft2(k e2).*conj(fft2(k e2)));

%acfs=70*acf/max(acf(:));

%figure(3), imagesc(acfs)
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for f=45.62

rs = −floor(((1:nt))*f);

ks = k e2;

%ks = acfs;

for i = 1:nt, ks(i,:) = circshift(ks(i,:),[0,rs(i)]); end

ks = 60*(ks−min(ks(:)))/(max(ks(:))−min(ks(:)));

figure(2), image(ks) %imagesc(ks)

ylabel('Time (ps)')

axis([0,400,0,500])

set(gca, 'YTick',0:100:500)

set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:100:500) % wavepack

%set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100)

xlabel('Position (nm)')

set(gca, 'XTick',0:100:400)

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',−42:21:42)
set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

print('−djpeg','−r400', strcat('˜/Desktop/faltu/blueplots/',nam,'tr'))

%pause

end

%% travelling reference frame

[nt,nz] = size(k e2);

% travelling− both the cases

acf = ifft2(fft2(k e2).*conj(fft2(k e2)));

acfs=70*acf/max(acf(:));

figure(3), imagesc(acfs)

for f=25:0.02:40

rs = −floor(((1:nt)−1)*f);
ks = acfs;

for i = 1:nt, ks(i,:) = circshift(ks(i,:),[0,rs(i)]); end

figure(2), imagesc(fftshift(ks)) %imagesc(ks)

ylabel('Time (ps)','fontWeight','bold')
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axis([0,400,0,500])

%set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:100:500) % wavepack

set(gca, 'YTickLabel',0:20:100)

xlabel('Position (nm)','fontWeight','bold')

set(gca, 'XTickLabel',−42:21:42)
set(gcf,'PaperSize',[7.25 6.25])

set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 7 6])

pause

end

print('−dpdf','−r400', strcat('˜/Desktop/faltu/blueplots/',nam,'tr'))
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Appendix C: Additional Scripts

C.1 Matlab script to load data file

%extract header of the data file

function [header data, body data] = load datafile(inputdatafile);

% A script to read an input data file for lammps

raw = readfile(inputdatafile);

% Define the data structure template. not the field names cannot contain

% spaces. We will use an underscore but will have to replace it later

head tmplt = struct('atoms',[],'atom types',[],...

'bonds',[],'bond types',[],...

'angles',[],'angle types',[],...

'dihedrals',[],'dihedral types',[],...

'impropers',[],'improper types',[],...

'xlo',[],'xhi',[],...

'ylo',[],'yhi',[],...

'zlo',[],'zhi',[]);

data tmplt = struct('Atoms',[],'Velocities',[],...

'Masses',[],'Pair Coeffs',[],...

'Bonds',[],'Bond Coeffs',[],...

'Angles',[],'Angle Coeffs',[],...

'Dihedrals',[],'Dihedral Coeffs',[],...

'Impropers',[],'Improper Coeffs',[]);

% Fill the header structure: find the line containing the data block title,

% then read the data untill we find an empty line
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header data = head tmplt;

title = fieldnames(header data);

for i = 1:length(title),

%disp(title(i));

comstr = ['header data.',char(title(i)),...

' = extract header value(title(i),raw);'];

eval(comstr);

end

body data = data tmplt;

title = fieldnames(body data);

for i = 1:length(title),

%disp(title(i));

comstr = ['body data.',char(title(i)),...

' = extract data block(title(i),raw);'];

eval(comstr);

end

%return([header data, body data]);

C.2 Matlab script to read data file

function f = readfile(name)

% A script to read a file into a character matrix

fref = fopen(name,'r');

% just read this into a big array

f = [];

while 1

line = fgets(fref);

if ˜ischar(line), break, end

f = strvcat(f, line);

end

fclose(fref);
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C.3 Matlab script to extract data block from data file

% Function to extract data block

function m = extract data block(field,txt)

% return the datablock for as a matric for the given block name, removing

% any underscores that are in the name to do the search

pattern = regexprep(field,' ',' ');

lns = line number(pattern,txt);

lns = lns + 2; lne = lns;

mxl = size(txt,1);

while(lne <= mxl),

if (isempty(strtrim(txt(lne,:)))), break,

else, lne = lne + 1; end

end

%disp([lns,lne,pattern])

lne = lne − 1;

m = str2num(txt(lns:lne,:));

C.4 Matlab script to extract header value from data file

function v = extract header value(field,txt)

% A script to find the value asociated with a specific header field

pattern = regexprep(field,' ',' ');

ln = line number(pattern,txt);

if (ln == 0), v = 0;
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else

s = strtrim(txt(ln,:));

sv = [];

while (isempty(s) == 0)

[word,s] = strtok(s);

sv = strvcat(sv,word);

end

if (size(sv,1) == 2), v = str2num(sv(1,:));

elseif (isempty(strfind(char(pattern),'hi')) == 0), v = str2num(sv(2,:));

else v = str2num(sv(1,:)); end

end

C.5 Matlab script to write data file

%% A script to print a new data file from the two data structures

function write data file(name,header,data)

fid = fopen(name,'w');

fprintf(fid,...

'# This file was generated automatically from the a mathematica script\n\n');

title = fieldnames(header);

for i = 1:10,

str = char(title(i));

val = eval(['header.',str]);

str = regexprep(str,' ',' ');

if (val > 0), fprintf(fid,'\t%i %s\n',val,str); end

end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
for i = 11:2:16,

strlo = char(title(i));
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strhi = char(title(i+1));

vallo = eval(['header.',strlo]);

valhi = eval(['header.',strhi]);

fprintf(fid,'\t%f\t%f %s %s\n',vallo,valhi,strlo,strhi);
end

fprintf(fid,'\n');

% AND NOW THE BODY OF THE FILE. Bonds, andgles, and dihedrals are all

% integers, where as the other block types are a mix, so I will have to

% define each one explicitly

% Masses

fprintf(fid,'\nMasses\n\n'); m = data.Masses;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');

% Pair Coeffs

if (size(data.Pair Coeffs) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nPair Coeffs\n\n'); m = data.Pair Coeffs;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Atoms

if (size(data.Atoms) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nAtoms\n\n'); m = data.Atoms;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,...

'%i\t%i\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Velocities

if (size(data.Velocities) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nVelocities\n\n'); m = data.Velocities;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
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end

% Bond Coeffs

if (size(data.Bond Coeffs) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nBond Coeffs\n\n'); m = data.Bond Coeffs;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Angle Coeffs

if (size(data.Angle Coeffs) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nAngle Coeffs\n\n'); m = data.Angle Coeffs;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Dihedral Coeffs

if (size(data.Dihedral Coeffs) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nDihedral Coeffs\n\n'); m = data.Dihedral Coeffs;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Improper Coeffs

if (size(data.Improper Coeffs) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nImproper Coeffs\n\n'); m = data.Improper Coeffs;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%f\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Bonds

if (size(data.Bonds) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nBonds\n\n'); m = data.Bonds;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
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% Angles

if (size(data.Angles) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nAngles\n\n'); m = data.Angles;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Dihedrals

if (size(data.Dihedrals) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nDihedrals\n\n'); m = data.Dihedrals;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

% Impropers

if (size(data.Impropers) ˜= 0),

fprintf(fid,'\nImpropers\n\n'); m = data.Impropers;

for i = 1:size(m,1), fprintf(fid,'%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\t%i\n',m(i,:)); end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end

fclose(fid);

%for i = 1:length(title),

C.6 Matlab script to extract frame from pv.d file

% cutting out the frames

frm no=[850,1345,3111,4500];

fil nam='data.long16k';

[h,b] = load datafile(fil nam);

save('hb.mat','h','b');

i=1;

for r = frm no(i)
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[nat,x,y,z,vx,vy,vz]=textread('pv.d','%d %f %f %f %f %f %f',...

16000,'headerlines',16009*(r−1)+9);

col(:,1)=nat;

col(:,2)=x;

col(:,3)=y;

col(:,4)=z;

col(:,5)=vx;

col(:,6)=vy;

col(:,7)=vz;

col = sortrows(col);

b.Atoms(3:5)=col(:,1:3);

write data file(sprintf('data.%d',frm no(i)),h,b);

i=i+1;

end

C.7 Matlab script to get frame from pv.d file

% Extract velocites and coordinates of a data file

function m = get frame(fid)

% Reads one frame of a pv file and returns the data in a structure. if the

% end of file has been reached it returns only 0

if feof(fid)==1, m = 0; return, end

line = fgets(fid);

if feof(fid)==1, m = 0; return, end

step = fscanf(fid,'%i');

line = fgets(fid);

nat = fscanf(fid,'%i');

for i = 5:9, line = fgets(fid);, end

if feof(fid)==1, m = 0; return, end

m = fscanf(fid,'%i %e %e %e %e %e %e',[7,nat])';

line = fgets(fid);
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[id,ord] = sort(m(:,1));

x = m(ord,2:4);

v = m(ord,5:7);

m = struct('step',step,'nat',nat,'x',x,'v',v);

C.8 Matlab script to scan frame from pv.d file

filename = 'test';

fid = fopen (filename,'r');

s = get frame(fid);

s

fclose(fid);

C.9 Matlab script to convert data file to movie file

% Conver pv.d to .xyz file

function convert2xyz(filename, filename2, filename3)

%This script is meant to convert a data file into an xyz

%file for viewing in VMD.

% addpath('˜/nfs/mohr/alexg/winteria/research/hessian/Matlab−Tools/');
% addpath('˜/nfs/mohr/alexg/winteria/research/hessian/Make−Perfect−Sheet/');
% addpath('˜/nfs/mohr/alexg/winteria/research/GA/');

[h,b] = load datafile(filename);

[x1,y1,z1]=textread(filename2,'%f %f %f',8000);

[vx1,vy1,vz1]=textread(filename3,'%f %f %f',8000);

%order matrix

b.Atoms = sortrows(b.Atoms);

b1=b;
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b.Atoms(:,3)=b.Atoms(:,3)+30*x1;

b.Atoms(:,4)=b.Atoms(:,4)+30*y1;

b.Atoms(:,5)=b.Atoms(:,5)+30*z1;

b.Velocities(:,2)=100*vx1;

b.Velocities(:,3)=100*vy1;

b.Velocities(:,4)=100*vz1;

write data file('data.hamiltonian−pulse',h,b);
n=length(b.Atoms)

nA = zeros(n,4);

nA(:,2:4) = b.Atoms(:,3:5);

A = zeros(n,4);

k = sprintf('C\t %f\t %f\t %f\n', nA(:,2:4)');

s = strcat('hamiltonian','.xyz');

fwrite(fopen(s,'w'),k)

nB = zeros(n,4);

nB(:,2:4) = b1.Atoms(:,3:5);

B = zeros(n,4);

l = sprintf('C\t %f\t %f\t %f\n', nB(:,2:4)');

t = strcat('no pulse','.xyz');

fwrite(fopen(t,'w'),l)




